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DIED ON CALENDAR

S 1429 GENERAL Bill BY HAIR (COMPARE S 0848, H 1957)
TITLE INSURANCE; REOEFINES SAHE & DEFINES "TRANSACTION OF TITLE
INSURANCE"; REQUIRES INSURERS HAKE TITLE SEARCHES/EXA�INATION & INSURE
AGAINST DEFECTS IN TITLE FROH LAST AVAILABLE RECORD OF TITLE EVIDENCE &
TIME OF RECORDING OF OOCUHENT/DOCUMENTS CREATING ESTATE TO BE INSURED,
ETC. AMENDS F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
05/04/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, JUOICIARY-CRIHINAL
-SJ 00317
05/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00429
06/01/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00689
06/03/77 SENATE DIED lN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
S 1430 GENERAL BILL BY LEWIS
WATER WELL CONTRACTORS; REQUIRES BOND FOR WATER WELL CONTRACTOR'S
LICENSE; DESIGNATES CONDlTIONS, PROVISIONS C USES OF BONO , ETC. CREATES
373.324. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/04/77 SENATE INTRODUCEO, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00317
05/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00429
05/24/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00499
O -SJ 00633
05/31/77 SENATE PASSED; YEAS 33 NAYS
06/01/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERREO TO COMMERCE -HJ 00946
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
�GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL AND OTHERS [SIMILAR H 2149, COMPARE
�S 0196, H 0783)
ICSl STOLEN PROPERTY; CREATES "FLA. ANTI-FENCING ACT"; PROVIDES
DEFINITIONS; HAKES IT A CRIME FOR ANY DEALER TO POSSESS PROPERTY KNOWING
THAT IDENTIFYING F EATURES HAVE BEEN ALTERED OR TO TRAFFIC IN PROPERTY
KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN STOLEN, ETC. AMENDS 905.34, 934.07, 812.031; REPEALS
812.011-.031, .071. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
05/04/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00317
05/10/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00404
0
05/31/77 SENATE C/S READ FIRST TIME; C/S PASSED; YEAS 36 NAYS
-SJ 00634
06/01/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00947
06/02/77 HOUSE SUBSTITUTED FOR H 2149; READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS
ADOPTED: READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED: YEAS 110
NAYS
O -HJ �1163
06/03/77 SENATE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 30 NAYS
0
-SPJ JJ009
06/16/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-342
06/24/77
S 1432 GENERAL BILL BY MACKAY
EDUCATION; AUTHORIZES EDUCATION COMMISSIONER TO REVIEW DENIALS OF
CERTIFICATE APPLICATIONS; AUTHORIZES EDUCATION COMMISSIONER TO SUSPEND &
REVOKE TEACHING CERTIFICATES C REQUIRES PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES COUNCIL
TO CONDUCT HEARINGS REQUIRE□• AHENOS 231.17, .za. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/77.
05/04/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION -SJ 00317
CCNTINUEO ON NEXT PAGE
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APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00369
COMM. REPORT: C/S BY FINANCE ANO TAXATION -HJ 00623;
NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
WITHDRAW� cROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00656: PLACED ON
CALENDAR
DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO S 572 (CH. 77-3941

H 2147 GENERAL BILL BY CORRECT IONS, PROBATION ANO PAROLE
PAROLE REVOCATION; PPOVIDES CREDIT FOR TIME SATISFACTORILY SERVED ON
PAPOLE. AMENDS 947.21, .23. EFFECTlVE DATE: 07/01177.
04/27/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00381
06/0�/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 2148 GENERAL BILL gy RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL ANO COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
(COMPARE S 0597, H 0115, ENG/S 14491
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING; PRCVIDES EDITORIAL CLARIFICATION; INCREASES
LICENSE FEES FOR BUSINESS AGENTS OF LABOR ORG ANILATIONS; PROHIBITS
COERCION OR INTIMIDATION OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS OR THEIR FAMILIES; LIMITS
PICKETING SITES, ETC. A�ENOS CH. 447. EFcECTlVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/27/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATlONS -hJ 00382
05/11/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00507; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
05/30/77 HOUSE IDEN./S!M. SENATE BlLL SUBSTITUTED -HJ 00868
05/31/77 HOUSF LATO ON TABLE UNDER RULE, lDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL
PASSED, RECER TO S 1449 (CH. 77-343) -HJ 00906
H 2149 GENERAL erLL BY SELECT COMMITTEE ON ORGANIZED CRIME ANO OTHERS
(SIMILAR CS/S 14311
STOLEN PROPERTY; PROHIBITS POSSESSION OF PROPERTY WITH ALTERED SERIAL
NUMBFRS OR OTHER IDENTIFYING MARKS: PROHIBITS DEALING IN STOLEN
PPQPERTY; ESTABLISHES CERTAIN PERMISSIBLE EVIOENTIARY INFERENCES, ETC.
AMENDS F.S. EFl=ECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/27/77 HOUSF INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00382
06/02/77 HOUSE IDEN./SIM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED -HJ 01163; LAID ON
TABLE UNDER RULE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO S 1431 (CH. 77-3421
H 2150 GENERAL BILL BY COMMERCE (COMPARE S 05381
M. V. SALES FINANCE ACT; AMENDS PROVISION RELATING TO REQUIREMENT THAT
SALES FINANCE COMPANIES & RETAIL INSTALLMENT SELLERS OF MOTOR VEHICLES
PAY LICENSE FEE FOR PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS & FOR EACH BRANCH OFFICE
THEREOF IN STATE, ETC. AMENDS 520.03. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/27/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO FINANCE ANO TAXATION -HJ 00382
05/20/77 HOUSE COMM. REPQRT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALEND AR BY FINANCE
ANO TAXATION -HJ 00653
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 2151 GENERAL Bill BY COMMERCE (SIMILAR S 0659!
MOFTGAGE BROKEPS & SOLICITORS; DELETES PROVISION WHICH APPROPRIATES
LICENSF. FEES & CHARGES TO BANKING & FINANC� DEPT. A"ENDS 494.04.
EFFFCTIVE 9ATE: 07/01/77.
04/27/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00382
05/19/77 HOUSE REAO se:co,,o TIME -HJ 00636
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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H 0782 GEN�QAL BILL av KISER (SIMILAR S 0755)
rc�S T !TUT!ON REVISION COMM.; PROVIDES GOVEPNOP, IN CONSULTATION WITH
HCUSc SPEAKER, SENATE PPCSIDENT, SUPREME COURT CHIEF JUSTICE & ATTCRNEY
G[��q,L MAY AP 0 0INT � T aF 0 TQ COLLECT INFORMATION FOR COMM.; PROVIDES FOR
PRIN T ING & DISTPlBUTION 1F COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS. APPPOPRIA TION:
1100,000. EFFECTIVE �AT=: UPON BECOMING LtW.
04/05/77 HOUSF INT�ODUCFO, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIQNS,
APPPQPRIATIONS -HJ 00096
04/26/77 HOUSE COMM. ?�PORT: FAVORABLE BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-HJ 00369; NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIJNS
H 0783 GENERAL BILL BY FECHTEL (IDFNT!CAL S 0196, COMPARE ENG/S 14311
LAPCFNY; PROVIDES FOR CRIMES OF GRAND LARCENY IN FIRST DEGRE� & SECOND
CEGREE; PROVIDES PENALTIES. AMENDS 812.021. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/05/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFEqRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00096
05/24/77 HGVSE COMM. REPORT: FAVQRASLE BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00714;
NOW REFERR ED TO APPROPR!A�!ONS
05/27/77 HOUSE WITHDRAW� CPQM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00827; PLACED O N
CALEN')AR
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALFNDAR, IOEN./S!M./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TC S 1431 I CH. 77-3421
H 0794 GFNERAL BILL BY CRAIG
UNIV. OF FLA ■ MEDICAL CfNTER; REMOVES PROVISIONS DECLARING COUNTIES ARE
LIABLE TO SAID CENTER coR COSTS OF TREATING CERTAIN INDIGENT PATIENTS
TRANSFERRED BY COUNTY TO CFNTER, ETC. REPEALS 241.471(31.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFcRREO TO ECUCAT!ON -HJ 00096
05/04/77 HOUSE ALSO RE c ERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00411
�o•C3/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
H 0785 ,;cf\E;l.AL BILL BY ALLEN AND �THERS ( !DENT !CAL S 08631
TAX EXEMPTION; PROVIDES MEMBERS OF CERTAIN HOMFS FQQ AGED SHALL B E
ENTITLED T O HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION R E UNIT OR APARTMENT THEY OCCUPY;
QEVISES PROVISIONS RE D�TEPM!NATION OF AO VAL TAX EXEMPTION OF PROPERTY
OF HOMES FOR AGED, ETC ■ AMENDS CH. 196. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/05/77 HOUSE INTQQDUCEO, REFcRqED TO FINANCE ANO TAXATION,
APPROPRIATl�NS -HJ 00096
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCF ANO TAXATION
H 0786 GENEqAL BILL BY JONES (SIMILAR CS/S 03951
(CSJ MOTOR CARRIERS; PRCVIDES FEE SCHEDULE FOR VA"-IOUS APPL!CATIONS OP
PETITIONS FOR H�ARINGS QE MOTOR CARRIERS & PENALTY FEE SCHEDULE FOR
Vl�LATIQNS BY MOTOR CARRlERS; PROVIDES FOR DISPOSITION OF MONEYS
COLLcCTEO CRQM SUCH cEES & PfNALTIES, ETC. AMENCS CH. 323.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/05/77 HOUSF IN.TRCOUC�D, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, FINANCE ANO
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00096
05/0b/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT : C/S BY TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00474; NOW
REFFRRED TO FINANCE ANO TAX&TION
05/11/77 HJUSE WITHDRAWN FPOM FINANCE ANC TAXATION -HJ 00506; NOW
QEFEORED TO APPROPRIATIONS
CONTINUED 0� NEXT PAGE
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EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
01/25/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, JUDICIARY-CIVIL
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, CO�MUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFF AIRS, JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 0003 8
04/15/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECO�CMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00158
04/29/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF T IME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00293
05/06 /77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY ECONOMIC,
COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS; NOW REFERRED TO
JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00337
05/16/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
-SJ 00396
DS/27/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
-SJ 00553
06/J3/77 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY-CIVIL
S 0195 GENERAL BILL BY GORMAN !COMPARE H 18551
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS; PROVIDES NO FEE BE CHARGED FOR FILING PETITION OR
SERVICE OF PROCESS FOR HEARING RE DISPOSITION OF CRUELLY TREATED OR
NEGLECTED ANIMAL; CORRECTS REFERENCE TO TITLE OF JUDGE HAVING
JURISDICTION; PROVIDES THAT IS lST DEGREE MISDEMEANOR TO ABANDON ANIMAL.
AMENDS 828.073 £ .12 EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
01/25/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL
03/10/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR SY
JUDICIARY-CIVIL
04/05/77 SENATE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO JUOICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00038:
COMM. REPnRT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ OJ077
04/l5/77 SENATE AMENDMENT PENDING -SJ 00160
04/18/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL OROER CALEN DAR -SJ 00168; PASSED AS
O -SJ 00170
AMENDED; YEAS 37 NAYS
04/22/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00330
05/24/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY CRIMINAL JGSTICE -HJ 00714;
NOW REFERRED TO tPPROPRIATIONS
05/30/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM A PPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00877; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/02/77 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED: READ THIRD TIME;
PASSED AS AMENDED: YEAS 118 NAYS
O -HJ 01099
06/02/77 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
,--- 06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN MESSAGES
S Ol96;GENERAL BILL BY GLISSON !IDENTICAL H 0783 , COMPARE CS/S 14311
, LARCENY; PROVIDES FOR CRIMES OF GRAND LARCENY IN FIRST DEGREE£ SECOND
DEGREE; PROVIDES PENALTIES. AMENDS 812.021. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
01/25/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
04/05/77 SENATE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CR IMINAL -SJ 00038;
ALSO REFERRED TO A PPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00078
04/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
-SJ 00l69
05/02/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GR ANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
-SJ 00293
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00324
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00376
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00427
DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SJM./CCMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO S 1431 (CH. 77-3421

S 0197 JCINT RESOLUTION BY TRANSPORTATION (SIMILAR H 0802, COMPARE S ll25l
SECOND GAS TAX; CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO A UTHORIZE USE OF SECOND GAS
TAX FOR ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE OF TRA�SPORTATION
SYSTFMS RATHER THAN MERELY ACQUISITION & CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS. AMENDS
ART. 12, S. 9.
01/25/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATIO�, RULES AND
CALENDAR
04/05/77 SENA TE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00039
04/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE TRANSPORTATION
-SJ 00170
04/21/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY TRAN�?ORTATICN
04/22/77 SENATE NOW REFERRED TO RULES tND CALENDAR -SJ J0204
05/06/77 SENATE EXTE NSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 00339
05/20/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANC CALENDAR
-SJ 00463
06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RUL ES ANO CALENDAR
S 0198 GENERAL BILL BY GORMAN !SIMILAR ENG/H 01551
DRIVERS' LICENSES; RE�OVES AGE LIMITA TION RE ISSUANCE OF IDENTIFICATION
CARDS TO PERSONS WHO HAVE NO VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE. AMENDS 322.05l.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
01/25/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFEPRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ )0J39; ALSO
REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00078
04/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE TRANSPORTATION
-SJ 0'.ll70
04/19/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY TRANSPORTATION
04/20/77 SENATE NOW REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -SJ OOIB2
04/22/77 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00212; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
04/27/77 SENATE AMENDMENT ADOPTED; IDEN./SIM. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUT
LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL
PASSED, REFER TO H 155 (CH. 77-141 -SJ 00250
S 0199 GENERAL Bill BY ZINKIL AND OTHFRS (COMPARE H 0561, CS/H 0831)
(CS) CONDOMINI UMS & COOPS; PROHIBITS INCLUSION OR ENFCRCEMENT OF
ESCALATl8N CLAUSES IN NET LEASFS FOR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES, LAND OR
OTHER COMMONLY USED FACILITIES SERV ING CONDOMINIUMS & COOPERATIVES;
DEFINES "NET LEASE". AMENDS 718.401, 719,401. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
01/25/77 SENATE PREFILED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIR,, COMMERCE
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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LARCENY, ROBBERY, AND RELATED CRIMES

Ch. 812

CHAPTER 812
LARCENY, ROBBERY, AND RELATED CRIMES
812.0ll Definitions.
812.021 "Larceny" defined; penalties; sufficiency
of indictment, information or warrant.
812.031 Receiving stolen property.
812.041 Unauthorized temporary use of motor ve
hicle, aircraft, boat, or boat motor.
812.049 Definitions.
812.051 Record of purchases and sales required of
junk dealers, scrap-metal processors,
persons dealing in secondhand goods
and foundries.
812.052 Certain purchases prohibited.
812.061 Larceny; return of property to owner; pro
cedure.
812.071 Larceny of horse, cow; penalty.
812.081 Trade secrets; theft, embezzlement; unlaw
ful copying; definitions; penalty.
812.13 Robbery.
812.011 Definitions.(1) "Property" means anything of value, includ
ing, but not limited to, real estate, tangible and in
tangible personal property, contract rights,
evidences of debt, choses in action and other inter
ests in or claims to wealth, admission or transporta
tion tickets, animals, food and drink, transient
accommodations at any public lodging establish
ment, and gas, water, and electric and other power
and telephone service.
(2) "Value" equals fair market value of property.
(3) "Motor vehicle" means automobile, motorcy
cle, motortruck, mobile home, trailer coach, house
trailer, camper-type mobile home mounted and
transported wholly upon the body of a self-propelled
vehicle, any type of trailer or vehicle body without
independent motive power, drawn by or carried
upon a self-propelled vehicle, designed for and used
either as a means of transporting persons or proper
ty over the public streets and highways or for fur
nishing housing accommodations, or both, and all
other vehicles operated over the public highways
and streets of this state and propelled by power other
than muscular power. "Motor vehicle" does not in
clude traction engines, road rollers, or vehicles that
run on a track.
(4) "Aircraft" means aircraft, as defined in s.
330.01.
(5) "Boat" means vessel, as defined in s. 371.021.
(6) "Boat motor" means any motor-driven device
used for propelling a boat.
(7) "Public servant" means any public officer,
agent, or employee of government, whether elected
or appointed, including any executive, legislative, or
judicial officer, and any person participating as a
special master, receiver, auditor, juror, arbitrator,
umpire, referee, consultant, hearing examiner, or
otherwise, in performing a governmental function;
but the term does not include witnesses. Such term
shall include a candidate for election to any such
office, including the time prior to the election, the
time after he is elected, and the time after he has
qualified. It shall include any person appointed to

any of the foregoing offices or employments before
and after he qualifies.
(8) "Steal" or "stolen" means to commit, or have
committed, larceny.
History.-,. 39, ch. 74-383.

812.021 "Larceny" defined; penalties; suffi.
ciency of indictment, information or warrant.(1 J A person who with intent unlawfully to de
prive or defraud the true owner of his property or of
the use and benefit thereof, or to appropriate the
same to the use of the taker or of any other person:
(a) Takes from the possession of the true owner,
or of any other person; or obtains from such person
possession by color or aid of fraudulent or false rep
resentations or pretense, or of any false token or
writing; or obtains the signature of any person to a
written instrument, the false making whereof would
be punishable as forgery; or secretes, withholds, or
appropriates to his own use, or that of any other
than the true owner, any property;
(b) Having in his possession, custody or control,
as a broker, bailee, public servant, attorney, agent,
employee, clerk, trustee, or officer of any person,
association, or corporation, member of copartner
ship, pool or joint adventure, or as a person author
ized by agreement, or by competent authority, to
hold or take such possession, custody, or control, any
property, appropriates the same to his own use, or
that of any other person other than the true owner
or person entitled to the benefit thereof;
(cJ While acting as executor, administrator, com
mittee, guardian, receiver, collector, or trustee of
any description, appointed by a deed, will, or other
instrument, or by an order or judgment of a court or
officer, secretes, withholds or otherwise appropri
ates to his own use, or that of any person other than
the true owner or person entitled thereto any prop
erty in his possession or custody by virtue of his
office, employment, or appointment;
(d) Takes unpurchased merchandise of any mer
cantile establishment on the premises of such estab
lishment with the intent to convert the same to
personal use without paying the purchase price
therefor;
(el Obtains property of another by threatening
to:
1. Accuse anyone of a criminal offense.
2. Expose any secret tending to subject any per
son to hatred, contempt, or ridicule or to impair his
credit or business repute.
3. Take or withhold action as a public servant.
4. Bring about or continue a strike, boycott, or
other collective unofficial action if the property is
not demanded or received for the benefit of the group
in whose interest the defendant purports to act.
5. Testify or provide information, or withhold
testimony or information, with respect to another's
legal claim or defense.
Fails to take reasonable measures to restore
t t)
property which he knows to have been lost, mislaid,
or delivered under a mistake as to the nature or
amount of the property or the identity of the recipi-
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Cl-lAPTER 77-341

LAWS OF FLORIDA

C:HAPTER 77-341

Approved by the Governor June 24, 1977.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 24, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-342
Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 1431
AN

ACT relating to theft and stolen property; prescribing
acts that constitute the offense of theft; providing
for grades of theft; providing penalties; making it a
crime for any dealer to possess property knowing that
the identifying features have been altered; providing a
penalty; making it a crime to traffic in property known
to have been stolen; making it a higher degree crime to
initiate, organize, plan, finance, direct, manage or
supervise a theft and traffic in stolen property;
providing penalties; providing for the treatment of
evidence of dealing in stolen property; providing for
precluded defenses; providing a supplemental fine;
providing for the rights of innocent persons; providing
civil remedies of divestiture, reasonable restrictions
on future activities, dissolution or reorganization of
any enterprise, revocation or suspension of licenses or
permits, and forfeiture of corporation charter or
foreign
a
authorizing
revocation of certificate
corporation to conduct business within this state;
providing for seizure and disposition of seized and
forfeited property; providing that any aggrieved person
may institute civil proceedings; amending s. 905.34,
extend the subject matter
to
Statutes,
Florida
jurisdiction of the statewide grand jury to include
violations of this act; adding subsection (7) to s.
812.031, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, providing
that stolen property retains its character as stolen
property for purposes of the unlawful receipt of stolen
property until certain conditions are met; amending s.
934.07, Florida Statutes, to permit authorization for
the interception of wire or oral communications to
provide evidence of any violation of the provisions of
this act; repealing s. 812.011, Florida Statutes,
relating to definitions; repealing s. 812.021, Florida
Statutes, relating to larceny; repealing s. 812.031,
property;
stolen
to
relating
Florida Statutes,
repealing s. 812.071, Florida Statutes, relating to
larceny of horses and cows; providing severability;
providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Subsection (7) is added to section 812.031, Florida
Section 1.
Statutes, 1976 Supplement, to read:
812.031

Receiving stolen property.--

(7) Stolen property shall retain its character as stolen proper_ty
and lt shall not be a defense to a prosecution �nder this sect i_2n
that the oroperty has lost its stolen character until the proper�.z -�
intercepted by law enforcement officers or an agent of the owner ��r
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or held for a period of 30 day? from th�
either returned to the owner
d.
cepte
inter
was
rty
ate the prope
the Florida
Short title.--This act shall be known as
Section 2.
Act.
cing
-Fen
Anti

Definitions.--As used in this act:
the business of
"Dealer in property" means any person in
(1)
buying and selling property.
Section 3.

(2)

"Obtains or uses" means any manner of:

Taking or exercising control over property;
or transfer of
Making any unauthorized use, disposition,
(bl
property;
(a)

(c)

Obtaining property by fraud; and

known as stealing, larceny,
previously
conduct
Any
{d)
misapplication,
embezzlement,
abstracting,
purloining,
or property by false
misappropriation, conversion, obtaining money
t similar in nature.
pretenses, fraud, deception, and all other conduc

es:
"Property" means anything of value, and includ
on, affixed to, and
Real property, including things growing
{a)
found in land;
including rights,
Tangible or intangible personal property,
{bl
o;
;
claims
and
sts,
intere
ges,
privile
(3)

{c)

Services.

(a)

Repairs or improvements to property;

{b)

Professional services;

{d)

Lodging accommodations; or

{e)

Admissions to places of exhibition or entertainment.

property in which a person has an
(4) "Property of another" means is not privileged to infringe
interest upon which another person other person also has an interest
without consent, whether or not the
in the property.
from a person's
{ 5)
"Services" means anything of value resulting possession, or
physical or mental labor or skill, or from the use,
presence of property, and includes:

•

ortation,
(c) Private, public, or government communication, transp
power, water, or sanitation services;

(6) "Stolen property" means property that has been the subject of
any criminally wrongful taking.
(7)

"Traffic" means:
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(a) To sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or otherwise dispose
of property; or
(b)
To buy, receive, possess, obtain control of, or use property
with the intent to sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or otherwise
dispose of such property.
(8)
"Enterprise" means any individual, sole proprietorship,
partnership, corporation, business trust, union chartered under the
laws of this state, or other legal entity, or any unchartered union,
association, or group of individuals associated in fact although not
a legal entity.
(9)
"Value"
following:

means

value

determined

according

to

any of the

(a) The market value of the property at the time and place of the
offense, or if such cannot be satisfactorily ascertained, the cost of
replacement of the property within a reasonable time after the
offense.
(b)
The value of a written instrument that does not have a
readily ascertainable market value, in the case of an instrument such
as a check, draft or promissory note, is the amount due or
collectible, and is, in the case of any other instrument which
creates, releases, discharges, or otherwise affects any valuable
legal right, privilege or obligation, the greatest amount of economic
loss that the owner of the instrument might reasonably suffer by
virtue of the loss of the instrument.
(c)
The value of a trade secret that does not have a readily
ascertainable market value is any reasonable value representing the
damage to the owner suffered by reason of losing an advantage over
those who do not know of or use the trade secret.
(d)
If the value of property cannot be ascertained, the trier of
fact may find the value to be not less than a certain amount, and if
no such minimum value can be ascertained, the value is an amount less
than Sl00.
(e)
Amounts of value, involved in thefts committed pursuant to
one scheme or course of conduct, whether from the same person or
several persons, may be aggregated in determining the grade of the
offense.
Section 4.
Theft.--A person is guilty of theft if he obtains or
uses, or endeavors to obtain or to use, the property of another with
intent:
To deprive the other person of a right to the property or a
(1)
benefit therefrom; or
(2)
To appropriate the property to his own use or to the use of
any person not entitled thereto.
Section 5.

Grading of theft offenses.--

(!)
If the property stolen is of the value of $20,000 or more,
the offender shall be guilty of grand theft in the first degree,
punishable as a felony of the second degree, as provided in ss.
775.082, 775.083, and 775.084, Florida Statutes.
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felony of the
It is grand theft of the second degree and a 775.083,
(2)
and
third degree punishable as provided in ss. 775. 082,
775.084, Florida Statutes, if the property stolen is:
(a)

Value at Sl00 or more, but less than $20, 000;

(b)

A will, codicil, or other testamentary instrument;

(c)

A firearm;

(d)

A motor vehicle;

(e)
Any member of the genus B-os (cattle) or the genus Eguus
(horse), or any hybrid of the specified genera; or
(f)

Any fire extinguisher.

Theft of any property not specified in subsections (1) and
(3)
(2) is petit theft and a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable
as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083, Florida Statutes. Upon a
second conviction for petit theft, the offender shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082
or s. 775.083, Florida Statutes.
Upon a third or subsequent
conviction for petit theft, the offender shall be guilty of a felony
of the third degree, punishable as provided in ss. 775.082, 775.083,
and 775.084, Florida Statutes.
6.
Possession of altered property.--Any dealer in
Section
property who knew or should have known that the identifying features,
such as serial numbers and permanently affixed labels, of property in
his possession had been removed or altered without the consent of the
manufacturer, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
punishable as defined in ss. 775. 0 82 and 775.083, Florida Statutes.
Section 7.

Dealing in stolen property.--

(1)
Any person who traffics in, or endeavors to traffic in,
property that he knew or should have known was stolen shall be guilty
of a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in ss.
775.082, 775. 0 83 and 775.084, Florida Statutes.
Any person who initiates, organizes, plans, finances,
(2)
directs, manages, or supervises the theft of property and traffics in
such stolen property shall be guilty of a felony of the first degree,
punishable as provided in ss. 775.082, 775.083 and 775.084, Florida
Statutes.
Section 8.

Evidence of theft or dealing in stolen property.--

(1)
Proof that a person presented false identification, or
identification not current in respect to name, address, place of
employment or other material aspects in connection with the leasing
of personal property, or failed to return leased property within 72
hours
of
the
termination
of the leasing agreement, unless
satisfactorily explained, gives rise to an inference that such
property was obtained or is now used with intent to commit theft.
(2)
Proof of possession of property recently stolen, unless
�atisfact0rily explained, gives rise to an inference that the person
1n possession of the property knew or should have known that the
property had been stolen.
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(3)
Proof of the purchase or sale of stolen property at a price
substantially below the fair market value, unless satisfactorily
explained, gives rise to ah inference that the person buying or
selling the property �new or should have known that the property had
been stolen.
(4)
Proof of the purchase or sale of stolen property by a dealer
in property, out of the regular course of business, or without the
usual indicia of ownership other than mere possession, unless
satisfactorily explained, gives rise to an inference that the person
buying or selling the property knew or should have known that it had
been stolen.
Section 9.
Charging theft and dealing in stolen oroperty.-
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a single indictment or
information may, under proper circumstances, charge theft and dealing
in stolen property in connection with one scheme or course of conduct
in separate counts that may be consolidated for trial, but the trier
of fact may return a guilty verdict on one or the other, but not both
counts.
Section 10.
Defenses precluded.--It shall not constitute a
defense to a prosecution for any violation of the provisions of this
act that:
Any strategem or deception, including the use of
(1)
undercover operative or law enforcement officer, was employed;
(2)
A facility or an opportunity to engage
violation of any provision of this act was provided;

(3)
Property
property; or

in

an

conduct in

that was not stolen was offered for sale as stolen

(4)
A law enforcement officer solicited a person predisposed to
engage in conduct in violation of any provision of this act in order
to gain evidence against that person, provided that such solicitation
would not induce an ordinary law-abiding person to violate any
provision of this act.
Supplemental fine.--In addition to any other fine
Section 11.
authorized by law, a person found guilty of violating any provision
of this act who has thereby derived anything of value or who has
caused personal injury, property damage, or other loss, may, upon
motion of the State Attorney, be sentenced to pay a fine that does
not exceed twice the gross value gained or twice the gross loss
caused, whichever is greater, plus the cost of investigation and
prosecution. The court shall hold a hearing to determine the amount
of the fine to be imposed under this section.
Section 12.

Civil remedies.--

(!)
Any circuit court may, after making due provisions for the
rights of innocent persons, enjoin violations of the provisions of
this act by issuing appropriate orders and judgments including, but
not limited to:
(a)
Ordering any defendant to divest himself of any interest in
any enterprise, including real estate;
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(b)
Imposing reasonable restrictions upon the future activities
or investments of any defendant, including but not limited to,
prohibiting any defendant from engaging in the same type of endeavor
as the enterprise in which he was engaged in violation of the
provisions of this act;
(c)

Ordering the dissolution or reorganization of any enterprise;

(d) Ordering the suspension or revocation of any license, permit,
or prior approval granted to any enterprise by any department or
agency of the state;
Ordering the forfeiture of the charter of a corporation
(e)
organized under the laws of the State of Florida or the revocation of
a certificate authorizing a foreign corporation to conduct business
within the State of Florida upon finding that the board of directors
or a managerial agent acting on behalf of the corporation, in
conducting the affairs of the corporation, has authorized or engaged
in conduct in violation of this act and that for the prevention of
future criminal activity, the public interest requires the charter of
the corporation forfeited and the corporation dissolved or the
certificate revoked.
(2)
All property, real or personal, including money, used in the
course of, intended for use in the course of, derived from, or
realized through conduct in violation of a provision of this act is
subject to civil forfeiture to the State of Florida.
The State of
Florida
shall
dispose of all forfeited property as soon as
commercially feasible.
If
property
is
not
exercisable
or
transferable for value by the State of Florida, it shall expire. All
forfeiture or dispositions under this section shall be made with due
provision for the rights of innocent persons.
(3)
Property subject to forfeiture
seized by a law enforcement officer upon
without process may be made if:

under this section may be
court process.
Seizure

(a)
The seizure is incident to a lawful arrest or search or an
inspection under an administrative inspection warrant;
(b)
The property subject to seizure has been the subject of a
prior judgment in favor of the State of Florida in a forfeiture
proceeding based upon this section;
(c)
The law enforcement officer has probable cause to believe
that the property is directly or indirectly dangerous to the health
or safety; or
(d)
The law enforcement officer has probable cause to believe
that the property is otherwise subject to forfeiture under this
section.
(4)
In the event of a seizure under subsection ()) of this
When
section, a forfeiture proceeding shall be instituted promptly.
property is seized under this section, pending forfeiture and final
disposition, the law enforcement officer may:
(a)

Place the property under seal;

(b)

Remove the property to a place designated by court; or
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Require another agency authorized by law to take custody of
(c)
the property and remove it to an appropriate location.
The State Attorney General, any State Attorney or any state
(5)
agency having jurisdiction over conduct in violation of a provision
of this act may institute civil proceedings under this section. In
any action brought under this section, the circuit court shall
proceed as soon as practicable to the hearing and determination.
Pending final determination, the circuit court may at any time enter
such injunctions, prohibitions, or restraining orders, or take such
actions, including the acceptance of satisfactory performance bonds,
as the court may deem proper.
Any aggrieved person may institute a proceeding under
(6)
subsection (1) of this section. In such proceeding, relief shall be
granted in conformity with the principles that govern the granting of
injunctive relief from threatened loss or damage in other civil
cases, provided that no showing of special or irreparable damage to
the person shall have to be made. Upon the execution of proper bond
against damages for an injunction improvidently granted and a showing
of immediate danger of significant loss or damage, a temporary
restraining order and a preliminary injunction may be issued in any
such action before a final determination on the merits.
Any person who is injured in any fashion by reason of any
(7)
violation of the provisions of this act shall have a cause of action
for three-fold the actual damages sustained and, where appropriate,
punitive damages. Such person shall also recover attorneys' fees in
the trial and appellate courts, and costs of investigation and
litigation.
(8)
A final judgment or decree rendered in favor of the State of
Florida in any criminal proceeding under this act shall estop the
defendant in any subsequent civil action or proceeding as to all
matters which such judgment or decree would be an estoppel as between
the parties.
The Attorney General may, upon timely application, intervene
(9)
in any civil action or proceeding brought under subsection (6) or (7)
of this section if he certifies that in his opinion the action or
In such action or
proceeding is of general public importance.
proceeding, the State of Florida shall be entitled to the same relief
as if the Attorney General had instituted this action or proceeding.
�otwithstanding any other provision of law, a criminal or
(10)
civil action or proceeding under this act may be commenced up until 5
years after the cause of action accrues. If a criminal prosecution,
civil action or other proceeding is brought, or intervened in, to
punish, prevent, or restrain any violation of the provisions of this
act, the running of the period of limitations prescribed by this
section with respect to any cause of action arising under subsections
(6) or (7) of this section which is based in whole or in part upon
any matter complained of in any such prosecution, action, or
such
of
pendency
the
proceeding shall be suspended during
prosecution, action, or proceeding and for 2 years following its
termination.
The application of one civil remedy under any provision of
(11)
this act shall not preclude the application of any other remedy,
civil or criminal, under this act or any other sPction of the Florida
Statutes.
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Notwithstanding s. 775.021, Florida Statutes, this
Section 13.
act shall not be construed strictly or liberally, but in light of its
purposes to achieve its remedial goals.
Section 14.

Section 905.34, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Powers and duties; law applicable.--The jurisdiction of a
905.34
statewide grand jury impaneled under this chapter shall extend
the state. The subject matter jurisdiction of the
throughout
statewide grand jury shall be limited to the offenses of bribery,
burglary,
criminal fraud, criminal usury, extortion, gambling,
kidnapping, larceny, murder, prostitution, perjury, robbery, and
crimes involving narcotic or other dapgerous drugs, any violation of
the provisions of the Florida Anti-Fencing Act, or any attempt,
solicitation, or conspiracy to commit any violation of the crimes
specifically enumerated above, when any such offense is occurring, or
has occurred, in two or more counties as part of a related
transaction, or when any such offense is connected with an organized
criminal conspiracy affecting two or more counties. The statewide
grand jury may return indictments and presentments irrespective of
the county or judicial circuit where the offense is committed or
triable. If an indictment is returned, it shall be certified and
transferred for trial to the county where the offense was committed.
The powers and duties of, and law applicable to, county grand juries
shall apply to a statewide grand jury except when such powers,
duties, and law are inconsistent with the provisions of ss. 905.31905.40.
Section 15.

Section 934.07, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

wire or oral
of
interception
for
Authorization
934.07
communications.--The Governor, the Attorney General Bepertment--ef
bega±--Affeirs, or any State Attorney may authorize an application to
a judge of competent jurisdiction for, and such judge may grant in
conformity with this chapter, an order authorizing or approving the
interception of wire or oral communications by the Department of
[Criminal) Law Enforcement or any law enforcement agency of this
state or any political subdivision thereof having responsibility for
the investigation of the offense as to which the application is made,
when such interception may provide or has provided evidence of the
commission of the offense of murder, kidnapping, gambling fwhen-the
same-is-ef-an-erg enizee-nat�re-er--earriee--en--as--a--eensp±reey--in
vie±atien--ef-the-±ews-ef-this-stetet, robbery, burglary, theft grene
¼areeny, dealing in stolen property, prostitution, criminar---usury,
eeertien7 bribery, extortion, dealing in narcotic drugs or other
dangerous drugs, anv violation of the provisions of the Florida Anti
Fencing Act, or any conspiracy to commit any violation of the laws of
this state relating to the crimes specifically enumerated above.
Sections 812.011, 812.021, 812.031, as amended by
Section 16.
chapter 76-55, Laws of Florida, and 812.071, Florida Statutes, are
hereby repealed.
Section 17. If any provision of this act or the application of it
to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of the act that can be
given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to
this end the provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 18.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1977.
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Approved by the Governor June 24, 1977.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 24, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-343
Senate Bill No. 1449
AN

ACT relating the collective bargaining for public
employees; amending ss. 447.04 (2) (a), 447,09(11),
(12),
447.14, 447.201, 447.205, 447.207, 447.301,
447.303, 447.305(1), (3), 447.307, 447.309 {l), (5),
447.401, 447.403, 447.405, 447.407, 4�7.409, 447.503
(1)-(4), 447.507 (2), (6) (a), 447.603,
447.605,
Florida
Statutes;
amending
s.
44 7. 203, Florida
Statutes, 1976 Supplement; adding s. -147 .17
(3),
Florida
Statutes;
creating
s.
44-.504, Florida
Statutes, and amending and transferri�g subsections
(5) -(9) of s. 447.5U3, Florida StatJ:es, thereto;
creating s. 447.609, Florida Statutes;
increasing
licensing
fees;
limiting the site o: picketing;
separating penalties and civil remedies from part II;
clarifying legislative intent provisions :o provide for
appropriate application to part I or part II; defining
managerial
public
employer,
public
employees,
employees, strike, strike funds, legislative body,
membership dues deduction, good faith =ar9aining, and
student representative; eliminating budge: submission
date; creating a full-time Public Employee Relations
Commission
and
providing
operationa:
authority;
excluding
retirement
from
collective bargaining;
providing for student participation in hi;�er education
negotiations; providing for time of dues deductions;
providing for an annual financial report a�d fee from
employee organizations; providing for certification of
employee organizations and intervention by 10 percent
showing of employees in a proposed unit; ?roviding for
the cost of elections; providing for ratification of
agreements; eliminating mandatory grievance processing;
eliminating automatic impasse procedures and clarifying
special master procedures; providing for compensation
and expenses of mediator and special master; providing
for notice and availability of records; c�anging appeal
procedures for unfair labor practices; ?roviding for
awarding cost of litigation and reasonable attorney
fees in unfair labor practice charges; li�iting local
option;
clarifying
the
application
of sunshine
provisions;
providing
for
representation
in
proceedings; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Plorida:
Section 1.
Paragraph (a) of subsection (2) of section 447.04,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
447.04

Business agents; licenses, permits, etc. --

(2) (a)
Every person desiring to act as a bus,�ess agent in this
state shall, before doing so, obtain a license or ��rmit by filing an
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of General
under oath therefor with the Division
application
anied by a
accomp
tion,
Regula
ss
Busine
of
ment
Depart
Regulation of the
ant taken
applic
the
of
prints
finger
of
set
full
a
and
fee of $25 �±
fingerprints. There
take
to
ied
qualif
y
agenc
t
cemen
by a law enfor
signed by the president
shall accompany the application a statement
which he proposes to
for
zation
organi
labor
the
of
ary
secret
and the
The division shall hold
so.
do
to
rity
autho
his
ng
showi
,
agent
act as
30 days, during which time
such application on file for a period of
issuing of such license or
any person may file objections to the
permit.
, Florida
Subsections (11) and (12) of section 447.09
Section 2.
read:
Statutes, are amended to
--It shall be
Right of franchise preserved; penalties.
447.09
n:
perso
unlawful for any
in the enjoyment of his
(11) To coerce or intimidate any employee
447.03, or to coerce
s.
in
teed
guaran
those
ing
includ
,
legal rights
official, or to
public
ted
appoin
or
d
electe
any
date
or intimi
domicile or injure the
his
the
picket
,
family
his
the
date
intimi
or public official, or his
person or property of such employee
family.
ry or emplovment
To picket beyond the area of the indust
(12)
within which a labor dispute arises.
tes, is amended to read:
Section 3. Section 447.14, Florida Statu
zation who shall
Penalties.--Any person or labor organi
447.14
be guilty of
shall
r
ehepte
this�
of
sions
violate any of the provi
ded in s.
provi
as
hable
punis
,
degree
d
secon
the
a misdemeanor of
4.
775.08
s.
or
3
775.08
L
775.082L e� s.
Section 4.
Subsection ( 3) is added to section 447.17, Florida
Statutes, to read:
447.17

Civil remedy; injunctive relief.--

(1)
Any person who may be denied employment or discriminated
against in his employment on account of membership or nonmembership
in any labor union or labor organization shall be entitled to recover
from [the discriminating] employer, other person, firm, corporation,
labor union, labor organization, or association, acting separately or
in concert, in the courts of this state, such damages as he may have
sustained and the costs of suit, including reasonable attorney's
fees. If such employer, other person, firm, corporation, labor
union, labor organization, or association acted willfully and with
malice or reckless indifference to the rights of others, punitive
damages may be assessed against such employer, other person, firm,
corporation, labor union, labor organization, or association.
(2)
Any person sustaining injury as a result of any violation or
threatened violation of the provisions of this section shall be
entitled to injunctive relief against any and all violators or
persons threatening violation.
(3)
The remedy and relief provided for by this section shall not
be available to public employees as defined in part II of this
chap_ter.
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MEMORANDUM:
To:

Members, Select Committee on Organized Crime

From:

Mark Herron, Staff Counsel
Committee on Criminal Justice

Date:

April 7, 1977

Subject:

Proposed Committee Bill Relating to Stolen Property

The attached proposed committee bill is an adaption of the Model
Theft and Fencing Act, consistent with the organization of Florida
law, as proposed by G. Robert Blakey and Michael Goldsmith in
their exhaust-ive study on stolen property law. Blakey and Gold
smit�, Criminal Redistribution of Stolen Property: The Need for
Law Reform, 74 Mich. L. Rev. 1512 (1976). That article focuses
on the receivers of stolen property as the central figures in
theft activities, and that the law should be focused on the crim
inal system that redistributes stolen goods.
Section 1 of the bill would include a number of the definitions
proposed in the Model Theft and Fencing Act within the provisions
of Florida law; specifically�
(1) At
and robbery
tion 2) has
fair market

page 2, line 2, "value" for the purposes of the larceny
statutes as well as for the fencing control law (sec
been redefined from the general and vague concept of
value to the more specific terms set forth in the bill.

S. Curtis Ki5er David J. Lehman Barry Richard
Ralph H. Habcn, Chairman, Committee on Criminal Juatlca
Aaron K. Bowden, General Coun5el
Henry M. Searcy, Si-ia_l Coun11el

{2) At page 2, line 28, the term "stolen property" has been
substituted for the terms "steal" or "stolen" to include any pro
perty that has been the subject of any criminally wrongful taking
(which includes larceny or robbery).
{3) At page 2, line 31, "dealer in property" is defined
(new definition).
(4) At page 3, line 2, "obtains or uses" is defined as the
necessary requirement of control over stolen property to trigger
operation of the proscription against dealing in stolen property
(new definition).
{5) At page 3, line 11, "traffic" is defined (new definition).
Section 2 of the bill cre�tes sections 812.20 - 812.27, Florida
Statutes, which is intended to proscribe the redistribution of
stolen goods.
(1) Section 812.21, at page 3, line 19 prohibits the possession
of altered property under the following circumstances:
(a) by
prohibiting the altering of any serial number or other mark of
identification placed on any item of property by the manufacturer
or owner thereof without authorization; (b) by prohibiting the
possession of such altered property by a dealer in property, and
(c) by prohibiting the knowing possession of such altered property
by any other person. (Subsections (1) and (3) are essentially a
restatement of section 817.235, Florida Statutes, Subsection (2)
is an adaptation of the Model Theft and Fencing �ct).
(2) Sectjon 812.22, at page 4, line 14 prohibits dealing in
stolen property (as distinguished from the current law which pro
hibits the receiving of stolen property in section 812.031, Florida
Statutes). Those persons who traffic in stolen property, or attempt
to do so, would be subject to a penalty of a felony of the third
degree. Those persons who plan or intiate the theft and traffic in
stolen property, or attempt to do so, would be subject to a penalty
of a felony of the third degree.
(3) Section 812.23, at page 4, line 30, establishes a number
of permissible evidenciary inferences.
(4) Section 812.24, at page 5, line 15, restricts certain de
fenses in prosecutions under the fencing controlling act.
(5) Section 812.25, at page 5, line 28, provides for an alterna
criminal
fine to be imposed not to exceed twice the gross value
tive
gained or twice the gross loss caused whichever is greater. (consis
tent with existing law at section 775.083 (1) (f), Florida Statutes)

(6) �ection 812.26, at page 6, line 26, provides for additional
civil remedies for violation of the fencing control act, specifically:
(a) injunction and (b) treble damages (&imilar, in part, with exist
ing law at section 812.031, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement)
Section 3 repeals section 812.031, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
the existing provision relating to receiving stolen property.
Section 4 repeals section 817.235, Florida Statutes, which has been
incorporated into section 812.21 as proposed by this bill.
Section 5 provides an effective date of October 1, 1977 for the
purpose of providing adequate notice to police, prosecutors, the
defense bar and judiciary.
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MEMORANDUM:
To:

Members, Select Committee on Organized Crime

From:

Mark Herron, Staff Counsel
Committee on Criminal Justice

Date:

April 7, 1977

Subject:

Proposed Committee Bill Relating to Stolen Property

The attached proposed committee bill is an adaption of the Model
Theft and Fencing Act, consistent with the organization of Florida
law, as proposed by G. Robert Blakey and Michael Goldsmith in
their exhaustive study on stolen property law. Blakey and Gold
smith, Criminal Redistribution of Stolen Property: The Need for
Law Reform, 74 Mich. L. Rev. 1512 (1976). That article focuses
on the receivers of stolen property as the central figures in
theft activities, and that the law should be focused on the crim
inal system that redistributes stolen goods.
Section 1 of the bill would include a number of the definitions
proposed in the Model Theft and Fencing Act within the provisions
of Florida law; specificallyl
(1) At
and robbery
tion 2) has
fair market

page 2, line 2, "value" for the purposes of the larceny
statutes as well as for the fencing control law (sec
been redefined from the general and vague concept of
value to the more specific terms set forth in the bill.

S. Curtis Kiser Dovid J. Lehman Borry Richard
Ralph H. Hoben, Chairman, Committee on Criminal Justice
Aaron K. Bowden, General Counsel
Henry M. Searcy, Special Coun11el
Karl R. Adams, Staff Director

(2) At page 2, line 28, the term "stolen property" has been
substituted for the terms "steal" or "stolen" to include any pro
perty that has been the subject of any criminally wrongful taking
(which includes larceny or robbery).
(3) At page 2, line 31, "dealer in property" is defined
(new definition).
( 4) At page 3, line 2, "obtains or uses" is defined as the
necessary requirement of control over stolen property to trigger
operation of the proscription against dealing in stolen property
(new definition).
(5) At page 3, line 11, "traffic" is defined {new definition).
Section 2 of the bill creates sections 812.20 - 812.27, Florida
Statutes, which is intended to proscribe the redistribution of
stolen goods.
(1) Section 812.21, at page 3, line 19 prohibits the possession
of altered property under the following circumstances:
(a) by
prohibiting the altering of any serial number or other mark of
identification placed on any item of property by the manufacturer
or owner thereof without authorization; (b) by prohibiting the
possession of such altered property by a dealer in property, and
(c) by prohibiting the knowing possession of such altered property
by any other person. (Subsections (1) and {3) are essentially a
restatement of section 817.235, Florida Statutes, Subsection (2)
is an adaptation of the Model Theft and Fencing �ct).
(2) Sectjon 812.22, at page 4, line 14 prohibits dealing in
stolen property (as distinguished from the current law which pro
hibits the receiving of stolen property in section 812.031, Florida
Statutes). Those persons who traffic in stolen property, or attempt
to do so, would be subject to a penalty of a felony of the third
degree. Those persons who plan or intiate the theft and traffic in
stolen property, or attempt to do so, would be subject to a penalty
of a felony of the third degree.
(3) Section 812.23, at page 4, line 30, establishes a number
of permissible evidenciary inferences.
(4) Section 812.24, at page 5, line 15, restricts certain de
fenses in prosecutions under the fencing controlling act.
(5) Section 812.25, at page 5, line 28, provides for an alterna
tive criminal fine to be imposed not to exceed twice the gross value
gained or twice the gross loss caused whichever is greater. (consis
tent with existing law at section 775.083 (1) (f), Florida Statutes)

(6) �ection 812.26, at page 6, line 26, provides for additional
civil remedies for violation of the fencing control act, specifically:
(a) injunction and (b} treble damages (similar, in part, with exist
ing law at section 812.031, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement)
Section 3 repeals section 812.031, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
the existing provision relating to receiving stolen property.
Section 4 repeals section 817.235, Florida Statutes, which has been
incorporated into section 812.21 as proposed by this bill.
Section 5 provides an effective date of October 1, 1977 for the
purpose of providing adequate notice to police, prosecutors, the
defense bar and judiciary.
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Subject: Florida Anti-Fencing Ac

J�diciary-Criminal
BILL SW·L'1'"1.RY:
The bill is p�tterned after the model theft and anti
fencing o.ct. The bill repeals the larceny sfatutes
su�stitnting the model theft act. Grades of theft are
proviced: grand theft of the first degree is a second
d�gree felony when the value of the property taken was
$20,000 or' more; grand theft of th� second degree is
a third degree felony when the value of the property
stolen is more than $100 but less- than $20,000; and petit
th0.ft re.n.:iins a second <10.grce rnisde;:ieanor if the value of.
thn prop<:!rty stolen w.,'.; le!;!.i tho.n $100. The· bill defines
di��ler, obtains or u:;es, property, property of another,
:;•�.::,,ices, stolen property, vnlue, traffic, and enterprise.
I� acnition, t�e bill provides criminal penalties for the
�'.:>SSC!ssic;-i of alt.ered property. The bill makes it a crime
..
··· ····•
io traffic in s�olin prope�ty �nd �akes it a more
��vcre crime to inititate, organize, plan, fi�ance, direct,
rr".:<'-c;e or supervise a theft and traffic in stolen property.
The bill statns that proof of possession gives rise to an
in:ercnct:! that th•:i person· in possession knew or should
h::-_,.-, �:no·.,;1 t.hat the property was stolen. Proof of purchase
of p=operty at substantially less than the fair market
\-�:;_ue gives rise to an inference that the person buying
'�h•� prop�rty knew or should have Jr..nown that the property
��s stolen. Proof of purchase of stolen property out of
I�� regular course of busin0.ss gives rise to an inference
t.nat the cc.ilcr knew or should have �o·..-n thut the· property
�as stolen. The bill preclude�.def�nses which are either
_existing l�w or proposed as the law for Florida. The bill
arovides for a fine. There are ad�itional civil remedies
.;=ovided for in the bill consistent wi�h those available
· l.o injured .:.p3.rti<'!s in the RICO Act. The bill expanus the
:;tat.ewidc grand jury authority to include this act and
0.�:_2ands the pe:::-missive subject matter to include wiretapping
:o� these cri�es.
II •

PU!'20SE:

A ..

Present Situation:

Sections 817.18, 817.235, and 817.24 are very limited
statutes dealing with the alteration of an identification
nark for the purpose of defrauding another person.
s�ction 812.031 provides for receiving stolen property
,:nd provice!.i a penalty. Sections 812.011, 812.021,
S12.031 and 812.071 are the general larceny statutes.

n.

Effect on Present Situation:

The bill repeals the cOT:LeOn law crimes of larceny and
s'..!.bstitutcs the statutory crimes of theft. Theft is
graded in the bill: grand theft of the first degree if
the value of the property stolen was $20,000 or more is
a felony of the second degree; grand theft of the second
degree if the value of the property stolen was valued at
$100 or raorc but less than $20,000: and petit theft if the
value of the property taken �as .less than $100 rcraains a
second t1egree miscemf!a.nor.

.:"' r ;.. �1.:1lysis
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The bill provides a general possession of altered property
s�ction consistent with yet broader than existing statutes.
The bill creates two new classes of .crime: the first
trQfficking in stolen property, and the second and more
severe crime, theft and trafficking in stolen property.
The bill codifies existing law with respect to evidence
of dealing in stolen property and precludes certain
defenses. The bill provides for a fine and civil remedies,
and provides for the rights of innocent parties.
The bill expands the jurisdiction of the statewide grand
jury to include investigations of these crimes.
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:

Zconomic Impact:

YES:

X

NO:

Clearly there is an economic impact associated with the
c-:.-.-•.,tion of a new cl;-,.ss or classes of criminal behavior
.-:nd the im;_:,osition of severe criminal sanctions but this
st�ff is unable lo project or ascertain what these costs
·�·ill be.
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Subject: Florida Anti-Fencing Ac

Jcoiciary-Criminal
BILL SU1·L'1?\RY:
The bill i:-:; p.,ttcrncd after the model theft ,,nd anti
f,·:ncing ;ict. The bill repeals the 1.::irccny statutes
::-.u·::,stitnting the model tJ-;eft act. Grades of theft c1re
provided: grand theft of the first degree is a second
c:cgree felony when the vc1lue of the property taken was
$20,000 or · more; grand theft of the second degree is
a third degree felony when the value of the property
stolen is more than $100 but lcs& than $20,000; and petit
theft re;11.:1ins a ��econd c1f"!grce ,nisdc;:ieanor if the value of.
t:1(! propc;:rty stolen H.,'.; lc:;s th:rn $100. The· bill defines
<:c::!lcr, obtains O!:" u:.;cs, prop(!rty, property of another,
:;,=rviccs,stolcn property, vr1lue, traffic, and enterprise.
I� ad�ition, t�e bill provides criminal penalties for the
ros�cssian of altered property. The bill makes it a cri�e·
to traffic in stol�n property �nd makes it a more
.-�vcrc crime to inititate, organize, plDn, firiance, direct,
i--�;,ase or '.;upervise a theft and traffic in stolen property.
Th8 �ill states that proof of possession gives rise to an
j n:ercncc th;:i.t th•� person· in possession knew or should
h::·,.: �:no·.,-n th2.t the property v,as stolen. Proof of purchnse
of p�opcrty at substantially less than the filir market
\·:,_:i.i.:e gives rise to an inference that the person buying
':h•:-! propc!:ty knew or should have }:.nown that the property
��s stolen. Proof of purchase of stolen property out of
th� rogular course of business gives rise to Dn inference
that the c:e,1lcr knew or should have known that the· property
�as stolen. The bill preclude� clefrihses which are eithe�
existing law or proposed as the law for Florida. The bill
11:?:"ovides for a fine. There are ad�itional civil remedies
.;�ovided for in the bill consistent wi�h those available
· t.o injured .:.!=>a.rtic::; in the RICO Act. The bill expanc1s the
::;t�tc�idc grand jury authority to include this act and
r�:p2.ncls the permissive subject matter lo include wiretapping
fa� these cri�cs.

TI.

PU!'..?OSE:

A.

Present Situation:

Soctions 817.18, 817.235, and 817.24 are very limited
statutes tlcaling with the alteration of an identification
�ark for the purpose of defrauding another person.
s�ction 812.031 provides for receiving stolen property
;:nd proviccs a penalty. Sections 812.011, 812.021,
S12.031 and 812.071 are the general larceny statutes.

n.

Effect on Present Situation:

The bill repeals the co�non law crimes of larceny and
substitutes the statutory crimes of theft. Theft is
grzded in the bill: grand theft of the first degree if
the value of the property stolen was $20,000 or more is
a felony of the second degree; gran d theft of the second
degree if the value of the property stolen was valued at
$100 or more but less than $20,000: and pet.it theft if the
value of the property taken �as .less than $100 reraains a
second c1egree misdemeanor.
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The bill provides a general possession of altered property
section consistent with yet broader than existing statutes.
The bill creates two new classes of .crime: the first
tr.:ifficking in stolen property, and the second and more
severe crime, theft and trafficking in stolen property.
The bill codifies existing law with respect to evidence
of dealing in stolen property and precludes certain
defenses. The bill provides for a fine and civil remedies,
nnd provides for the rights of innocent parties.
The bill e>:pands the jurisdiction of the statewide grand
jury to include investigations of these crimes.
FCONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:

i::conomic Imp<1ct:

YES:

X

NO:

Clearly there is ,m economic im;::iact associated with the
cr0�tion of a new clnss or cl.:isses of criminal behavior
,:nd the imj_)osii:ion of severe crirnin.i.l sanctions but this
st�ff is unable lo project or .:iscertnin what these costs
·..:ill be.
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Committee on Judiciary-Criminal and Senators Dunn, Holloway,
Johnston, Williamson and Gorman�---A bill to be entitled
An act relating to theft and stolen property;
prescribing acts that constitute the offense of
theft; providing for grades of theft; providing
penalties; making it a crime. for any dealer to
possess property knowing that the identifying
features have been altered; providing a
penalty; making it a crime to traffic in
property known to have been stolen; making it a

.2
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10

higher degree crime to initiate, organize,

11

plan, finance, direct, manage or supervise a

17

theft and traffic in stolen property; providing

13

penalties; providing for the treatment of

14

evidence of dealing in stolen property;

11

providing for precluded defenses; providing a

16

supplemental fine; providing for the rights of

17

innocent persons; providing civil remedies of

18

divestiture, reasonable restrictions on future

19

activities, dissolution or reorganization of

n

any enterprise, revocation or suspension of

�
�££

71

licenses or permits, and forfeiture of

l1

corporation charter or revocation of

.!!
II
:O·-

lJ

certificate authorizing a· foreign corporation

l�

ll I

E o

"0

�8

ll'
·,

:,

to conduct business within this state;
providing for seizure and disposition of seized
and forfeited property; providing that any
aggrieved person may institute civil
proceedings; amending s. 905.34, Florida
Statutes, to extend the subject matter

jurisdiction of the statewide grand jury to
include violations of this act; amend ing s.

<C.:l'ue,. w.,4,
in.,.._��...,� type
0,. d•l•tion• fro"' ••i•tinv low; wo,d, undrdin•d or• oddition,.
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934.07, Florida Statutes, to permit

a uthorization for the interception of wire or

violation of the provisioni of this act;

relating to definitions; repealing s. 812.021,

12

13

of horses and cows; providing severability;

p roviding an effecti�e date.

14/Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Florida:
15

16

Section 1.

Short title,--This act shall be known as

18

Section 2.

Definitions.--As used in this act:

171 the Florida Anti-Fencing Act.
19

())

"Dc�ler in property" means any person in the

Mlbusiness of buying and selling property.

21

2)

/ ( 2)

(a)

23

{b)

l5

(c)

"Obtains or uses� means any manner of:

Taking or exercising control over property;

Making any unauthorized use, disposition, or

241 transfer of prop<:>rty;
26

(d)

Obtaining property by fraud; and

Any conduct previously known as stealing, larceny,

21 purloining, ,Jb:;t ractin•,, embezzlement, 'llisapplication,
26 'llisappropri.Jtic•n, conversion, obtaining money or propert

y by
;9 false pretenE n :;, fraurl, deception, and all other conduct
I
I
.
•
31 s 1m1lar in
nu tu r-:.
1
)1
/ ( 3)
"Property" me�ns anything of value, and includes:
2

COOING: Wo,d, 1., •�• ... d1 tl:uo.y,'- typf' Ott• drlrtiOn\ from uisfing low; wo,ch ..'!!!...d..!.!..!i. !l!.iorl!' odd 1 tioni.

Tangible or intangible personal property,

(c)

Services.

"Property of another" means property in which a

person has an interest upon which another person is not

repealing s. 812.031, Florida Statutes,

11

(b)

,-(4)

Florida Statutes, relating to larceny;

relating to stolen property; repealing s.

Real property, including things growing on,

including rights, privileges, interests, and claims; or

repealing s. 812.011, Florida Statutes,

812.071, Florida Statutes, relating to larceny

(a)

affi xed to, and found in land;

oral communications to provide evidence of any

10

CS/SO 1431
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p rivileged to infringe without consent, whether or not the
10

other person also has an interest in the property.
,,.,( 5)

"Services" means anything of value resulting from

ll a person's physical or mental labor or skill, or from the use,
l
12 possession, or presence of property, and includes:

13
14

(a)

(b)

15

(c)

17

(d)

Repairs or improvements to property;

Professional services;

Private, public, or government communication,

161 transportation, power, water, or sanitation services;
18

(e)

20

/(6)

22

(7)

Lod�ing accommodations; or

Admissions to places of exhibition or

191 entertainment.

"Stolen property" means property that has been the

21/subject of any criminally wrongful taking.
23

(a)

"Traffic" means:

To sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or

24lotherwise dispose of property; or

25

(b) ·· To buy, receive, possess, obtain control of, or

28

(8)

26 use property with the intent to sell, transfer, distribute,
1
27 dispense, or otherwise dispose of such property.
"Enterprise" means any individual, sole

� proprietorship, partnership, corporation, business trust,
!
� union chartered under the laws of this state, or other lega�

31
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entity, or any unchartered union, association, or group of

Section 3.

individuals associated in fact although not a legal entity.
/ ( 9)

Jjproperty of another with intent:

The market value of the property at the time and

ascertained, the cost of replacement of the property within a

11 first degree, punishable as a felony of the second degree, as
11 provided in ss. 775.082, 775.083, and 775.084, Florida

13 instrument which creates; releases, discharges, or otherwise

131 Statutes.

Id a ffects any valclable legal right, privilege or obligation, the

14

15 greatest a11ount of economic loss that the ownc>r of the

11 property stolen is:

The value of a trade secret that does not have a

19 readily ascertainable market value is any reasonable value

ll losing an advantage over those who do not know of or use the

{a)

Value at $100 or more, but less than S20,000;

20

{c)

A firearm;

2l

(e)

21

221 t rade secret.

If the value of property cannot be ascertained,

{b)
{dl

A will, codicil, or other testamentary instrument;
A motor vehicle;

Any member of the genus Bos {cattle) or the genus

23IEquus {horse), or any hybrid of the specified genera; or

I t he trier of fact may find the value to be not less than a

24

25 certain amount, and if no such minimum value can be
1
26 a scertained, the value is an amount less than $100.

25

{fl

Any fire extinguisher.

{ 3)·· Theft of any property not specified in subsections

26 (1) and (2) is petit theft and a misdemeanor of the second

Amounts of value, involved in thefts committed

77 degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083,

l8 pursuant to one scheme or course of conduct, whether from the
1
n same person or several persons, may be aggregated in

l8 Florida Statutes.

Upon a second conviction for petit theft,

29 the offender shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first

l0IJetermining the grade of the offense.

31

18

19

20 representing the damage to the owner suffered by reason of

(e)

It is grand theft of the second degree and a

16 775.082, 775.083, and 775.084, Florida Statutes, if the

171 t he instrument.

77

(2)

15 felony of the third degree punishable as provided in ss.

16 instrument 11i3ht reasonably suffer by virtue of the loss of

14

Grading of theft offenses.--

If the property stolen is of the value of $ 20,000

10 or more, the offender shall be guilty of grand theft in the

11 amount due or collectible, and is, in the case of any other

(d)

To appropriate the property to his own use or to

(1)

11 instrument such as a check, draft or promissory note, is the

ll

(2)

Section 4.

The value of a written instrument that does not

10 have a readily ascertainable market value, in the case of an

(c)

To deprive the other person of a right to the

the use of any person not entitled thereto.

reasonable time after the offense.

18

(1)

property or a benefit therefrom; or

place of the offense, or if such cannot be satisfactorily

(b)

Theft.--A person is guilty of theft if he

obtains or uses, or endeavors to obtain or to use, the

"Value" means value determined according to any of

the following:
(a)

CS/SB 101
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H degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083,

31 Florida Statutes.

4
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Upon a third or subsequent conviction for
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THEFT, ROBBERY, AND RELATED CRIMES

(e) Admissions to places of exhibition or enter
tainment.
(6) "Stolen property" means property that has
been the subject of any criminally wrongful taking.
(7) "Traffic" means:
(a) To sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or oth
erwise dispose of property.
(b) To buy, receive, possess, obtain control of, or
use property with the intent to sell, transfer, distribs
ute, dispense, or otherwise dispose of such property.
(8) "Enterprise" means any individual, sole pro
prietorship, partnership, corporation, business
trust, union chartered under the laws of this state,
or other legal entity, or any unchartered union, asso
ciation, or group of individuals associated in fact al
though not a legal entity.
(9) "Value" means value determined according
to any of the following:
(a)l. 2 (Value means] the market value of the
property at the time and place of the offense or, if
such cannot be satisfactorily ascertained, the cost of
replacement of the property within a reasonable
time after the offense.
2. The value of a written instrument that does
not have a readily ascertainable market value, in the
case of an instrument such as a check, draft, or
promissory note, is the amount due or collectible
"[or) is, in the case of any other instrument which
creates, releases, discharges, or otherwise affects
any valuable legal right, privilege, or obligation, the
greatest amount of economic loss that the o wner of
the instrument might reasonably suffer by virtue of
the loss of the instrument.
3. The value of a trade secret that does not have
a readily ascertainable market value is any reasona
ble value representing the damage to the owner, suf
fered by reason of losing an advantage over those
who do not know of or use the trade secret.
(b) If the value of property cannot be ascertained,
the trier of fact may find the value to be not less than
a certain amount; ifno such minimum value can be
ascertained, the value is an amount less than $100.
(c) Amounts of value 2[ofseparate properties] in
volved in thefts committed pursuant to one scheme
or course of conduct, whether 2[the thefts are] from
the same person or from several persons, may be
aggregated in determining the grade of the offense.
History.-s. 3, ch. 77-342.
'Note.-Effective October 1, 1977.
'Note.-Bracketed language inserted by the editors.
'Note.-Bracketed word substituted by the editors for "and."

'812.014 Theft.(1) A person is guilty of theft ifhe obtains or uses,
or endeavors to obtain or to use, the property of
another with intent:
(a) To deprive the other person of a right to the
property or a benefit therefrom.
(b) To appropriate the property to his own use or
to the use of any person not entitled thereto.
(2)(a) Ifthe property stolen is of the value of$2O,
OOO or more, the offender shall be guilty of grand
theft in the first degree, punishable as a felony of the
second degree, as provided in ss. 775.082, 775.083,
and 775.084.
(b) It is grand theft of the second degree and a
felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in

Ch. 812

ss. 775.082, 775.083 , and 775.084, if the property sto
len is:
1. Valued at $100 or more, but less than $20,000.
2. A will, codicil, or other testamentary instrument.
3. A firearm.
4. A motor vehicle.
5. Any member of the genus Bos (cattle) or the
genus Equus (horse), or any hybrid of the specified
genera.
6. Any fire extinguisher.
(c) Theft of any property not specified in para
graph (a) or paragraph (b) is petit theft and a misde
meanor of the second degree, punishable as provided
in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. Upon a second conviction
for petit theft, the offender shall be guilty ofa misde
meanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in
s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. Upon a third or subsequent
conviction for petit theft, the offender shall be guilty
of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provid
ed in ss. 775.082, 775.083, and 775.084.
History.-s. 4, ch. 77-342.
'Note.-Effective October 1, 1977.

'812.016 Possession of altered property.-Any
dealer in property who knew or should have known
that the identifying features, such as serial numbers
and permanently affixed labels, of property in his
possession had been removed or altered without the
consent of the manufacturer, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as de
fined in ss. 775.082 and 775.083.
History.-s. 6, ch. 77-342.
'Note.-Effeciive October 1, 1977.

'812.019 Dealing in stolen property.(1) Any person who traffics in, or endeavors to
traffic in, property that he knows or should know
was stolen shall be guilty of a felony of the second
degree, punishable as provided in ss. 775.082,
775.083, and 775.084.
(2) Any person who initiates, organizes, plans,
finances, directs, manages, or supervises the theft of
property and traffics in such stolen property shall be
guilty of a felony of the first degree, punishable as
provided in ss. 775.082, 775.083, and 775.084.
History.-s. 7, ch. 77-342.
'Note.-Effective October I. 1977.

'812.021 "Larceny" defined; penalties; suffi
ciency of indictment, information or warrant.(1) A person who with intent unlawfully to de
prive or defraud the true owner of his property or of
the use and benefit thereof, or to appropriate the
same to the use of the taker or of any other person
(a) Takes from the possession of the true owner,
or of any other person; or obtains from such person
possession by color or aid of fraudulent or false rep
resentations or pretense, or of any false token or
writing; or obtains the signature of any person ton
written instrument, the false making whereof would
be punishable as forgery; or secretes, withholds, or
appropriates to his own use, or that of any other
than the true owner, any property;
(b) Having in his possession, custody or control.
as a broker, bailee, lessee, public servant, attorney,
agent, employee, clerk, trustee, or officer of any per•
son, association, or corporation, member of copart-
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LARCENY, ROBBERY, AND RELATED CRIMES

ent after he comes into control of such property;
shall, upon conviction. be guilty of larceny.
1
(2) If the property stolen is:
(a) Of the value of $100 or more;
(bl Of the aggregate value of$200 or more, taken
in any 12-consecutive month period, by an agent,
servant, or employee from his principal or employer
by a series or combination of any of the acts de
nounced in this section, as part of a common scheme
or design to defraud;
(c) A will, codicil or other testamentary instrument;
(d) A firearm;
(e) A motor vehicle;
(0 Any member of the genus Bos (cattle) or the
genus Equus (horse), or any hybrid of the specified
genera; or
(g) Any make, type, or model of fire extinguisher,
the offender shall be deemed guilty of grand larceny,
which constitutes a felony of the third degree, pun
ishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084, unless the offender is a public servant who
used his official position to commit the offense or, in
the course of committing the offense, stole public
property or property which the duty of his office
required him to receive and hold, in which case the
offender shall be guilty of a felony of the second
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
1
(3) Larceny of property not described in subsec
tion (2) is petit larceny, which constitutes a misde
meanor of the second degree, punishable as provided
in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. Upon a second conviction
of petit larceny, the offender shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as pro
vided in s. 775.082, or s. 775.083. Upon a third or
subsequent conviction of the offense of petit larceny,
the offender shall be guilty of a felony of the third
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
(4) Hereafter it shall not be a defense to a prose
cution for larceny, or for an attempt, solicitation, or
conspiracy to commit the same, or for being accesso
ry thereto, that the purpose for which the owner was
induced by color or aid of fraudulent or false repre
sentation or pretense, or of any false token or writ
ing, to part with his property or the possession
thereof, was illegal, immoral, or unworthy.
(5) It shall be sufficient for any indictment, infor
mation, or warrant returned, filed, or issued under
this section to charge generally that the defendant,
at the time and in the county specified, did steal the
personal or real property, thing in action, evidence
of debt or contract, or article of value out of which
the prosecution arose, describing the same in gener
al terms and alleging generally the ownership and
value thereof. It shall not be necessary when alleg
ing the larceny of property over a period of time that
the exact date or dates the property was taken be
alleged, but instead the total period of time may be
alleged generally. This section shall not be construed
as intending to interfere with the power of the court
to require the state to furnish the defendant with a
bill of particulars in proper cases and on sufficient

Ch. 812

showing that cause exists for the same.
(6) The failure, neglect, omission, or refusal of
any public servant to pay over or deliver any money,
property, or effects to any official or person author
ized or having the right by law to receive the same
for more than 30 days after the same has been col
lected or received by him shall be prima facie evi
dence of the conversion to one's own use, the
secreting with intent to convert to one's own use, or
the withholding with the int�nt to convert to one's
own use, the said money, property, or effects.

History.-ss. 1-6, ch. 26912, 1951; ss. I. 2, ch. 57-344; s. I. ch. 69-65; s. 2, ch.
70-19; ss. I. 2A. ch. 71-30; s. 805. ch. 71-136; s. I, ch. 72-252; s. 40, ch. 74-383;
s. 25, ch. 75-298.
'Note.-Subsections 12) and 13). as amended. take effect October I. 1975.
Note.-Former s. 811.021.

812.031 Receiving stolen property.(!) Whoever intentionally receives, retains, dis
poses, or aids in concealment of any stolen property
of another without consent of the owner or person
entitled to possession, knowing that it has been sto
len, or under such circumstances as would induce a
reasonable man to believe that the property was sto
len, commits an offense.
'(2) If the property received is:
ta) Of the value of $100 or more;
(b) A will, codicil, or other testamentary instrument;
(cl A firearm;
(d) A motor vehicle;
(e) Any member of the genus Bos (cattle) or the
genus Equus (horse) or any hybrid of the specified
genera; or
(0 Any make, type, or model of fire extinguisher,
the offender shall be deemed guilty of a felony of the
third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
1
(3) If the property received is not described in
subsection (2), the offender shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
(4) It shall not be necessary on the trial of the
crime of receiving stolen property to prove that the
person who stole the property has been convicted.
(5) In determining the value of the property re
ceived, the aggregate value of all stolen property
found in possession of the offender shall be used for
the purposes of this section.
History.-s. 39. sub-ch. 4, ch. 1637, 1868; RS 2451; GS 3304; RGS 5138; CGL
7239; s. I, ch. 70-91; s. 818, ch. 71-136; s. 41. ch. 74-383; s. 26. ch. 75-298.
'Note.-Subsections 12) and 13), as amended, take effect October I, 1975.
Note.-Former s. 811.16.

812.041 Unauthorized temporary use of mo
tor vehicle, aircraft, boat, or boat motor.1(1)
Any person who temporarily uses any motor
vehicle, aircraft, boat, or boat motor without the au
thority of the owner or his representative, or who
shall knowingly be a party to such unauthorized use,
shall, upon conviction, be guilty of a misdemeanor of
the first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082,
s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
12) Nothing in this section shall be construed to
apply to any case in which the taking of the property

2079

STATEMEN T OF SUBST/\NTIAL CII/\NGES CONT/\JNED lN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SEN/\TE DILL 1431
Tho co.�ittee substitute repeals the larceny statutes
substituting in their place the model theft act.
E\·crydily l.:rnguage is subs ti tutcd for old common law
language to define the offense.
The substitute grades theft into grand theft of the
first degree if the property stolen was worth $2 0, 000
or more; grand theft of the second_degree if property
�tolen was worth $1 00 or more but less than $2 0, 000 ;
and petit theft if the property stolen was worth less
than $100.
D,,fi.nitions of "obtains or uses, property, property of
Pnothor, services, stolen property, and value" are added.

Committee on

Cl4(4-74)

Judiciary-Criminal

(rile 2 copies ,-,ith Committee Substitutes)
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SENATE ACTION

A BILL relating to:
(Brief statement of subfect)

.MAY

4 f977

Read 1s1 T,me
Aelerred to Comm11tees on

stolen property;

·J.U.D.ll,J/,RY·GB.IW!Wl

HOUSE ACTION
Read 1st Time.
Referred to Committees on:

�

Fav Untav. With Amend. Com. Sub...

Fav Unfav With Amend Com Sub..

of the ................... District

By
By the Committee on ....

�/

,

t:,,,1,_. H�

....•....-:-::-.��....!': ..�·..<.a.-::. ..............

.

Chairman's signature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fav Unfav With Amend Com Sub

Fav Unfav With Amend Com. Sub..

Read 2nd Time

Read 2nd Time

Read 3rd Time
and

Read 3rd T,me
and

and:

Secretary of Senate
�- Immediately Cert1heC to House.
....., Laid on Table
Motion to Reconsider by Senator

c.5 ..;.__ C) '.�!

::J HOUSE AMENDMENTS. ACTION - See reverse s10e
0 CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION - See reverse side

Clerk. House of Representatives
:J lmmed1alely Certified lo Senate ..
"'J Laid on Table under Rule
_ Molton to Reconsider pending

0 SENATE AMEND TO HOUSE AMEND. ACTION -

□

See reverse side
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION - See reverse stde

10-1333-7

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to stolen property; creating
the "FloridE Anti-Fencing Act"; providing
definitions; making jt a crime for any dealer
to possess property knowing that the
identifying features have hecn altered; making
it a crime Lo traffic in property known to have
been stol0n; ;n.:i?;inc; it ,J crime to jniti.:ile,
organize, plc1n, (jnoncc, direct, munugc or
supervise

2

theft and traf(ic in stolen

11

property; providing criminal penalties;

17

design.:iti11g evidence which gives rise to

13

inferences of dealing in stolen property;

14

providing for prpcludcd de(enses; providing a

15

fine; providing for the rights o( innocent

16

persons; providi�g civil remedies of

17

divestiture, reasonable restrictions on future

18

activities, dissolution or reorganization of

19

any enterprise, revocation or suspension o(

20

licenses or iJC:rmils, '1nd forfeiture of

21

corporation charter or revocation of

2?

certificate authorizing a foreign corporation
to condtt<.:I

!111::i11(•·,:, will1i11

111i'.: ·:l,ilt·;

providing for seizure and disposition of seized
25

.:ind forfeited property; providjng that any

26

aggrieved person may institute civil

77

proceeding�; provjdiny (or treble damages,

78

pu11itive d�:nuJCS, and attorney 1 s fees; �mending
s. 905.34, r'lori,1.:, St-1tutes; extending th
subject matler jurisdiction of the statewide
grand jury �o inclut1e viol3tions uf this �ct:
l

10-1333-7

amending s. 93�.07,

Florida Statutes;

permitting aut horization for the interception
of wire or oral com�unications to provide
evidence of any violation of the provisions of
this act; provicling se·,erability;

providing an

effective date.

8 Be It Enacted by the L0gi.sluture of the Slate of Florida:

Section 1.

10

Short title.--Sections 1 through 8 of this

11 act may be cited as the "Florida l\nti-rencing ./\ct."
I?

Section 2.

13

( l)

Ocfinitinns.--As uced in tJ1is act:

''Dealer in ptO(JLrty'' 1nea11s a11y person in the

1-1 business of buyin<J and selling property.
15

(2)

11 Traf[ic 11

16

(a)

To Gell, transfer, distribute, disr't?nse, or

mc.:inr:.:

17 otherwise dis,>ose of stolen property;
(b)

18

0r

To buy, receive, possess, obtain control of, or

19 use stolen property with the intent to sell, transfer,
m distribute, dispense, or oth , . i se dispose of such stolen
21 property.

??

( 3)

23 partnership, corporation,

business trust,

union chartered

N under the laws of this state, or other legal entity, or any
25 unchartered union,

association, or group of individuals

?6 1 associatecl in fact although ,rnt a legal entity.
77

1

Section 3.

Possessi0n of altered prop0rLy.--An,- dealer

n 1 in property who know or should have known that the identifying
?'1,features,

including scrial nu ..1ber3 and labels, of property in

3o ! his i?Os.session had been f(·mo·.;el� or altered without the consent
31 ,of the ,nanuf ..1cturcr, is guilty o( J miscle,seanor

2

ot

the first

10-1333-7

I degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083,
2 Florida Statutes.
Section 4.
(1)

Dealing in stolen property; penalty.--

/\ny person who traffics or endeavors to traffic in

5 property that he knew or should have kn01,,1 was stolen is
6 guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided
ins. 775.0tl2, s. 775.0H3, or s. 775.084, Florida StatuLes.
(2)

/\ny percon who i:1itic1tes, ory,rnizes, plans,

finances, directs, mana3cs, or supervises a thc[L and traffics
10 instolen property is guilty of a felony of lhc second degree,
11 punishable as µrovided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
11 775.084, Florida Statutes.
13

Section 5.

Evidence of dealing in stolen property;

lJ inferences.-(1)

IS

Proo[ o[ possession o[ property recently stolen,

16 unless satis[actorily explained, gives rise to an inference
17 that the person in possession of the property knew or should
18 have known Lhat the property had been sLolen or that the
19 person in some way participaLed in its theft.
20

(2)

Proof of the purchase or sale o[ stolen property

21 at a price substantially belo·., its fair market value, unless
n satisfactorily explained, gives rise to an inference that the

2J known that the property hud :,eee1 sLol•2n.
25

(3)

Proof of the purchase or sale o( stolen property

U by a dealer in property, out of the regular course of
27 business, or without the usl!al indicia of o,mership, other
n than mere possession, unless satisfactorily explained, gives
1

29 rise to an inference tiiat the person b•1ying or selling the
�!property knew or should have known thnt it had been stolen.
31 I
3
CODING: Word ,; 111 ,.!,uc-k th,ouyh type ore c'c-lctionc; from existing low, words _ unclcrlincd ore odd1t10ns.
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Section 6.

Defenses ptcclucled.--It shall not

2 constitute a defense to a prosecution [or any violation of the
provisions of this act:
(1)

That any strate')e,n or deception, including the use

5 of an undercover opcrc,tivc or Jaw enforcement officer, was

employed; or
(2)

That a facility or an opportunity to engage in

conduct in violation of any provision of this act was
9 provided; or
10

(3)

That property thal was not stolen was offered for

11 sale as stolen r,ropcrty; or
12

(4)

That::, law enforcement officer solicited a person

13 predisposed to en')a-.Je in such concluct to viol.:itE: any provision
1.1 of this act in order to ,3:iin cviJence aJ.1i:1,,L th,1t person,
15 provided that such solicit:ition would not inouce an ordinary
16 law-abiding person to violate �,ny provision of this act.
Section 7.

17

Fine.--In ,.Jtiition to any other fine

18 authorized by law, a person found guilty of violating any
19 provision of this act who has Lherehy derived anything of
20 value or who has caus.:cl person�ll injury, property damage, or
21 ol11er loss, ·nay, upon 1:1otio11 of the Stiltl' /\Llorn0y, be
77 sentenced to pay a fine thcit rlo0s nol Pxcc0d twic-,' the gross
/3 v.:.i I 11e lj.J inl'd 01

Lwicc• Lia� q, u:; � Jo:_;:; cu11:;,,d, whi�IJC•ver

i;;

2.1 greciter, plus the costs of investigation anJ prosecution.

The

25 ourt sh.111 holJ a hear iny to rl,:,ter'1line the :i,nount of the fine
(
76 · to be

::

I

i

Section 8.
(1)

Civil re,1,cdics.--

.llny circuit courl m<1y, aftL•r ,11.:ikin,3 ,lt1<' provisions

� for the rights of innocent �erFons, enjoin violnlions of the
30 provisions of sections 3 .:ind 4 o( this ilct by issuiny
31 I
4
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l appropriate orders and judgments including,
to:

but not limited

(a)

Ordering any clefenclant to divest hirr.self of any

(b )

Imposing fL�son�blc restrictions upon the future

interest in any enterprise,

including real estate;

activities or invest,nc-:Hs or any de(endunt , including but not
limited to,

!:)rohi.biti:ig u11y defenclunt fro,,1 engu9ing in the

same type of endeuvor :is LhP enterprise in which he was

9 engaged in viol:itior, or tl10 !?rovisions o[ sections 3 and 4 o(

10 this act;

11

(c)

Orde:ing the di�solution or reorganization of any

(d)

Ordering the su",:,ension or revocation of any

l? enterprise;
13

11 license, permit, or prior approvcil grantecl to any enterprise

15 by uny agency of the slate;

16

(e)

Ordering the forfeiture of the charter of a

17 corporation organized under the l a,:s of this state or the

18 revocation of a certificale authorizing a foreign corporation

19 to conduct busine:;s within the State of Floricla upon fincling
20 that the board of direcrors or a managerial agent acting on
21 behalf of the corporation, in conducting the affairs of the

n corporation, has aulhor iz0d or c·ng;i•Jecl

in conduct in violation

?3 of sections 3 and 4 of this act, and that for the prevention
" of future crimin;:,l ;:,ctivity,

the public interest requires the

2s i char ter of the corpor,,t ion to be forfeited and the corporation
1
� dissolved or the certificate revoked.
27 \

(2)

All property,

re;il or personal , inclucling money,

78 used in the course of, intended (or use in the course of,

29 derived from, or realized t!Hough conduct 1n v1olc1t1on of a
301prov1sion of this .:ict 1s subJcct to civil forfeiture to the
31 state.

Th,, sl..ite shall d1spo::;p o( all (orfe1tecl property as

5
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I[ property is not exercisable

1 soon us co1nmerciu:ly [eusible.

1 or trans[erable for vulue hy the stale, it sh,111 expire.

All

3 for[eitures or dispositions under this section shal 1 be made
• with clue provision (or the rights of innocent persons.
(3)

Property subject Lo forfeiture under thls section

6 may be seized by a law enforc,·:nent o[ficer upon court process.
1 Seizure without process ran; be raade ir:

9 scurch or an inr.;pection lllh1cr vn udr.1injstrulivc i.ir;pcction

10 warrant;
(b)

11

The property subject to seizure has been the

17 subject of a prior judgment in favor of Lhe state i.n a
13 forfeiture proceeding based u!_)on this section;
(c)

14

The law enforccm2nt of[iccr has probable cause to

1s believe that the property is directly or indirectly dangerous
16 to health or saff.'ty; or
(d)

17

The lav enforcement o[ficer has probable cause to

18 believe that the property is other·,vise subject to [orfeiture
19 under this section.
70

(4)

In the evenl of a seizure under cubsection (3) of

21 this section, a forfeiture proceeding shall be instituted
22 prom;:,tly.

When property is seized unclcr this section, ,:,ending

23 (orfciture l1nd finl1l di!,po.;i l ivn, Lhc- l.J\-. rntorct'•ncnl:. officer
1

2-1 linc1y:

7j
26

i

!

(a)

Place the property under seal;

(b)

Remove the property to a place designated by

77 court; or
20 I

I

(c)

Require unother ugency authorizccl by law to take

2? custody of the property u1hl tcmove it to an approprii1te
I

30 location.
31 I
6
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(5)

The Attorney General, any State Attorney or any

state agency having jurisdiction over conduct in violation of
a provision of this act may institute civil proceedings under
this section.

In any action hrought under this section, the

5 Circuit Court shull proceed ,is soon as prilcticuble to the
heuring and determination.

0

cnding [inal dcterminiltion, the

Circuit Court may at any Lime enter such injunctions,
8 prohibitions, or restraining orders, or take such ilctions,
including the a�ceptance of satisfactory �erformance bonds, as
10 the court mily deem proper.
( 6)

II

Any aggrieved person may institute a proceeding

17 under subsection (1) o( tl1is section.

In such proccc�i11g,

13 relief shall be granted in confor:nity with the principles that
1.1 govern the ,3ra11tinq of inj,mclivo ,·elief from Lhr ''"tened Joss
15 or damage in other civil cases, provided th,it no sho·,,ing of
16 special or irreparable damilge to the per�on shall hilve to be
17 made.

Upon the execution of proper bon,1 :igainst clu1r.ages for

16 an injunction i'llprovidently granted and a showing of immediate
19 danger of siJnificar.t loss or da.11ilge, a tc,nporary rcstraini:ig
70 order and

c1

prc.liminc1ry injunction rn;:iy be i::;,.ucrl in .:iny such

,1 action

before .:i fin.:il deter:nination on tl,e mer its.

n

(7)

Any person who is injured in .:iny fashion by reason

23 of any violiltion of the provisions of sections 3 un<'l 4 of this
/1 <-1cl

!:;l1.Jl I

ii...ivv

d

\ .:.. n1:;,• ol

dVLi,>11

foi

tl1t1•(_•-lol,/

l!ti·

t1cluul

25 dilma<]es sustained .:ind, where .:ippropriute, punitive d.:images.
76 Such person sh.:ill also recover attorneys' fees in the triill
27 and appellate! courts, ilnd costs of investigc1tio11 und
n litigation.
t9

(8)

I\ [inill judyment or decree rendc>rcd in f.:ivor of

30 the Stute of rlor1d� '.:1 any c, iinin.:il proceeding und,-r this act
31,shall estop lhc d0fcnd..J:it in c111y s1lbSe(Jucnt civil .)Ction or
7
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1 proceeding as to all malters which such jud J ment or decree

1 would be an estop;,el as between the pilrties.
(9)

The Attorney General m<ly, upon timely application,

intervene in any civil action or proceeding brought under

subsection (GI or (7) of this section i( he certifies that, in

his opinion, the .:iction C>l 1,rocccding is of Jener.:il public
importance.

In such act�u11 or p1·occcdin9, Ll1c state shilll be

s entitled to the �.:i,ne relief ns if the r,tlorney General had
10

instituted this action or p,oceeding.
(10)

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a

11 crimin.:,l or civil action or µrocec,linCJ under this act may be

17 co,nmenced up until 5 ye,,rs after tl,e cause of action accrues.

13 If u criminaJ pros,:,cutjon, civil oction or ath0r procr0ding is

11 brou•Jl1t, or inlr!LV<'ned in, to punish, prevent, or restrain any

1s violation of the provision,� of this .:ict, the runnin9 o[ the

16 period or limitations prc::cribcd by thi3 r.-.c;-tion •.-1ith tespect

17 to uny c..iusc• of 2cticn ari,-ing und •r subs0clion.� (5) or (7) of
18 this section whi.::h is b.J:::-cd in whole or in !).:":rt u� on any

19 matter com;,lained of in any such prosecution, action, or

20 procec,iing shall be suspende,i during Lhe pendency of such

21 prosecution, action, or proceeding and for Lwo ye�rs following

77 its tf'rmi;1,1t ion.
)3

(11)

Tile .:,pplicatiun o[ one.: civil rl•'ne,ly undcr any

2.1 provision o[ this act shall not preclud,:, th0 a;>plication of
7S any other rc,�edy, civil or criminal, under thi:; act or any
76 lother provision o[ la,,.

Civil re111cdic-s under this acl are

V supplemental and not mutually exclusive.
Section 9.

78

Notwithstcinding s. 775.021, l-'lotidu

29 Statutes, the provisions of sections 1-8 of this act sh.:ill not
I
� be construed stri�tly or libcraliy, but in l.i<1ill of its

I

31 [purposes to achieve its 1:emedL1l <Joals.
8
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Section 10.

amended to re;id:
905.34

Section 905.34, Florida SL,tutes, is

Powers and duLics; law applicablc.--The

jurisdiction of a statewide 0rand jury i;n?;:,nelcd under this

chapter shall extend througl:out the state. The subject matter
jurisdiction of the statewide grand jury shall be limited to

the oftenses of bribery, burglary, criminal fraud, criminal
usury, extortion, rJumbling, -�ic1nt:pi_)inq, lurceny, murder,
1

prostitution, �.,c•rjury, robbcty, en� crimes involving narcotic

10 or other dangerous drucJs, My _violation_of_the_provisions of

11 the Florida llnti-l•'enc ir.o_Act, or any attempt, solicitation, or

17 conspiru.cy to cominit any violation oC Lhe crimes speci[ically

13 enumerated above, when any such of[cnse is occurring, or has

1� occurreel, in two or ;nore counties as J)ilrt of a related

l.) transnction, or when uny such o((cnse is connccled with an

16 orgunized crjmi:1a.l conspiracy .3[fectirHJ two or r11ore counties.

17 The statc·.-,iJe gran,l jury mily return i;1dictnent.s c,ncl

18 prcscnl��nls irrc�fJ0�tivc o( t!1c count�• or judici�l circuit

19 where the of(cn[;c- if> coi:--mitl(c1 or trja!,1::. rr un inc1jctinent is

70 returneci, it shilll �c ce,ti(i,,d and trunsf,erred (or trial to
71 the county where tile offense ,,;,:, co,nmi tted. The powers c1nd

22 duties of, and l:,1-1 ar,plicablo to, county grand juries shall
dutiL's, and LJ\V .Jrc incun:.istr•nt with the provi:,ionf; oE ss.

,.,

75 905. 31-90:,. 40.
1

761

Section 11.

Section 934.07, Florida Slatutcs, is

n umended to read:
l
934 07 lluthorization for inter,·eption o( wire or oral
n
:
1
79 com,nun1c.,t1or.s.--Th,, Governor, the ,,ttorney _ GC'ncral Be;:,o�tmerit
1

I

30 ef-be�al-;ffd4EH, or �ny SL�tc �ttorncy ;�2y �uthori�c an

31 :applicatior: to a jurlgc of co,:'�)ctcnt jur]soiction Lor, and such
9
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jud<Je mc1y grant in confcrr,1i.ty with thi'c chapter, an orclcr
authorizin<J or approving the interception of wire or oral
communications by the Department of Crimi,al Law enforcement
or any la" en[orce1;1ent :i<Jency o[ ti1is state or any p0liticul
suhdivision thcrco( l1avin9 res?On3ihilily for t)1c
invcsti<]alion of the offense .:..; to which the application is
7 made, uhen such intcrcc;Jtion uuy prvvidt.:: or has ptoviclcd
evidence of the commiFsion of the otfens2 of murder,
9 kidrwf)pin<J, ga:nbling (••·hen the same is of an organized nut.ure
10 or carried on us

.J.

consi.iirucy in violation of the laws of this

17 pr�e':':.l:l:'.� ;:,rost i. tut ion, erimin.:il usury, abortion, bribery,
13 extortion, dealing in narcotic drugs or other clongcrou'-' dru<JS,
1.1 or any conspiracy to co,n,nit any violation of the laws of this
15 stole relating t'J the crime:: ,p,,cifically enumer.:.tncJ ;::bove.
16

Section 12.

If c1ny µrevision of Lhis ncl or tl1c

17 .:ipµlication bv:,reof to any p,:,r ,;on or circurostance is held
1£ inv,lid, the• inv,.,Jidily .,i,,,IJ not ,1ff<'cl othrr p1uvi::;i,,ns or
19 a,Jplicalions of the ,:ct ,-,hich c-..,n he given effccl without tl1e

71 pruvi:,ion,; of I hi

,1ct

11r0 dL•l.'1 ·1r0d

75

78,
29
30,
31 I
10

S<·V<'I
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Committee on Judiciary-Criminal and Senators Dunn, Holloway,
Johnston, Williamson and Gorman_::____
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to theft and stolen property;
prescribing acts that constitute the offense of
theft; providing for grades of theft; providing
penalties; making it a crime. for any dealer to
possess property knowing that the identifying
features have been altered; providing a
penalty; making it a crime to traf fic in
property known to have been stolen; making it a

.E
&c
�..g

higher degree crime to initiate, organize,

10
11

plan, finance, direct, manage or supervise a

.§ ]'

17

theft and traffic in stolen property; providing

�e

13

penalties; providing for the treatment of

14

evidence of dealing in stolen property;

0 .!:!

15

providing for precluded defenses; providing a

]i

n

.t�
_ o

16

supplemental fine; providing for the rights of

.....
2!

17

innocent persons; providing civil remedies of

18

e ]!

divestiture, reasonable restrictions on future

19

::,

-:;£

•fl

e-..
::, ::,

activities, dissolution or reorganization of

0. �

� ·=

., E
E o

any enterprise, revocation or suspension of
ll

::,-

licenses or permits, and forfeiture of

,,.!:! .s"'

11

corporation charter or revocation of

:0 .!!

})

l�

11,

certificate authorizing a' foreign corporation

& !r

to conduct business within this state;

ll'

providing for seizure and disposition of seized

.,

and forfeited property; providing that any
aggrieved person may institute civil

:'!

Proceedings; amending s. 905.34, Florida
Statutes, to extend the subject matter
jurisdiction of the statewide grand jury to
include violations of this act; amending s.
rc.:J,•4C.

Wo,ch in 4k..M;6ii �
type are d•letions from e•isting law; words underlined ore additions.
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934.07, Florida Statutes, to permit

(a)

authorization for the interception of wire or

(b)

including rights, privileges, interests, and claims; or

Florida Statutes, relating to larceny;

person has an interest upon which another person is not

(c)

relating to definitions; repealing s. 812.021,

relating to stolen property; repealing s.

812.071, Florida Statutes, relating to larceny

of horses and cows; providing severability;

providing an effecti,e date.

13

141 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
:
15

16

Section 1.

Short title.--This act shall be known as

HI the Florida Anti-Fencing Act.

18

Section 2.

19

( l)

Definitions.--As used in this act:

"Dealer in property" means any 9erson in the

70 business of buying and selling property.
71
/ ( 2)
"Obtains or uses''. means any manner of:
22
(a) Taking or exercising control over property;

23

(b)

Making any unauthorized use, disposition, or
Nltransfer of property;

25

(cl

16

(d)

Obtiiining property by fraud; and

Any conduct !)reviously known as stealing, larceny,

27 purloining, abstracting, embezzlement, misapplication,
28 1misappropriation, conversion, obtaining money or property by
791 false preLensc,s, fraurl, deception, and all olher conduct

3'Jls1milar
31

,-(4)

repealing s. 812.031, Florida Statutes,

17

Tangible or intangible personal property,

violation of the provisioni of this act;
repealing s. 812.011, Florida Statutes,

11

Real property, including things growing on,

affixed to, and found in land;

oral communications to provide evidence of any

10
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in nature.

/ ( 3)

"Property" means anything of value, and includes:
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10

Services.

"Property of another" means property in which a

privileged to infringe without consent, whether or not the
other person also has an interest in the property.
/(5)

"Services" means anything of value resulting from

ll a person's physical or mental labor or skill, or from the use,
l
12 possession, or presence of property, and includes:
13
14

15

(a)

(b)

(c)

Repairs or improvements to property;

Professional services;

Private, public, or government communication,

161 transportation, power, water, or sanitation services;
17

(d)

20

/(6)

18

(e)

Lodging accommodations; or

Admissions to places of exhibition or

191 entertainment.

"Stolen property" means property that has been the

21lsubject of any criminally wrongful taking.
22

( 7)

25

(b) · To buy, receive, possess, obtain control of, or

23

(a)

"Traffic" means:

To sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or

24lotherwise dispose of property; or

�I

use property with the intent to sell, transfer, distribute,

27 dispense, or otherwise dispose of such property.
18

(8)

"Enterprise" means any individual, sole

N proprietorship, partnership, corporation, business trust,
l
m union chartered under the laws of this state, or other legal

31

3
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entity, or any unchartered union, association, or group of

Section 3.

individuals associated in fact although not a legal entity.
/ (9)

property of another with intent:
(l)

The market value of the property at the time and

(2)

ascertained, the cost of replacement of the property within a

12 amount due or collectible, and is, in the case of any other
13 instrument which creutes: releases, discharges, or otherwise
14 affects any valuable legal right, privilege or obligation, the
15 greatest a:nount of economic loss that the ownpr of the
16 instrument mi.ht reasonably suffer by virtue of the loss of
17 the instrument.
18

(c)

The value of a trade secret that does not have a

19 readily ascertainable market value is any reasonable value
W representing the damage to the owner suffered by reason of
21 losing an advantage over those who do not know of or use the
22 trade secret.
73

(d)

If the value of property cannot be ascertained,

24 the trier of fact may find the value to be not less than a
25 certain amount, and if no such minimum value can be
26 ascertained, the value is an amount less than $100.
27

(e)

Section 4.

The value of a written instrument that does not

11 instrument such as a check, draft or promissory note, is the

Amounts of value, involved in thefts committed

� pursuant to one scheme or course of conduct, whether from the

29 same person or several persons, may be aggregated in
30 determining the grade of the offense.
31

To appropriate the property to his own use or to

the use of any person not entitled thereto.

reasonable time after the offense.
10 have a readily ascertainable market value, in the case of an

To deprive the other person of a right to the

property or a benefit therefrom; or

place of the offense, or if such cannot be satisfactorily

(b)

( l)

Grading of theft offenses.--

If the property stolen is of the value of $20,000

10 or more, the offender shall be guilty of grand theft in the
11 first degree, punishable as a felony of the second degree, as
12 provided in ss. 775.082, 775.083, and 775.084, f'lorida
13 Statutes.
14

(2)

It is grand theft of the second degree and a

15 f elony of the third degree punishable as provided in ss.
16 775.082, 775.083, and 775.084, f'lorida Statutes, if the
17 property stolen is:
18

(a)

Value at $100 or more, but less than $20,000;

19

(bl

A will, codicil, or other testamentary instrument;

w

( C)

A firearm;

21

(d)

A motor vehicle;

22

(e)

Any member of the genus Bos (cattle) or the genus

231 Equus (horse), or any hybrid of the specified genera; or
24

(f)

Any fire extinguisher.

25

(3)

Theft of any property not specified in subsections

26

(1)

and (2) is petit theft and a misdemeanor of the second

V degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083,
� f'lorida Statutes.

Upon a second conviction for petit theft,

� the offender shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first
� degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083,
JI f'lorida Statutes.
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Theft.--A person is guilty of theft if he

obtains or uses, or endeavors to obtain or to use, the

"Value" means value determined according to any of

the following:
(a)
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Upon a third or subsequent conviction for
5
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petit theft, the offender shall be guilt
y of a felony of the
third degree, punishable as proyided
in ss. 775.082, 775.083,
and 775.084, Florida Statutes.

(2)

17

Any person who initiates, organizes,
plans,
18 finances, directs, ffianages, or super
vises the theft of
19 property and traffics in such stolen
property shall be guilt
(2)

y
W of a felony of the first degree, punis
hable as provided in ss.
21 775.082, 775.083 and 775.084, Florida
Statutes.
22
Section 7. Evidence of theft or deali
ng in stolen
231property.-24

Proof that a person presented false
25 identification, or identification
not current in
(1)

respect to

26 name, address, place of employment or
other material aspects
27 in connection with the leasing of
personal property, or failed
18 to return 1ea�ed property within 72
hours of the termination
29 of the leasing agreement, unles
s satisfactorily explained,
30 gives rise to an infertnce that
such property was obtained or
31 is now used with intent to com,ni
t theft.
6
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Proof of possession of property recently stolen,

unless satisfactorily explained, gives rise to an inference
that the person in possession of the property knew or should

Section 5.

Possession of altered property.--Any deale
r
in property who knew or should have
known that the identifying
features, such as serial num�ers and
permanently affixed
labels, of property in his possession
had been removed or
altered without the consent of the manuf
acturer, shall be
guilty of a misdeffieanor of the first
degree, punishable as
lOldefined in ss. 775.082 and 775.083,
Florida Statutes.
11
Section 6. Dealing in stolen property.12
(1) Any person who traffics in, or endea
vors to
13 traffic in, property that he knew or
should have known was
14 stolen shall be guilty of a felony of
the second degree,
15 punishable as provided in ss. 775.082, 775.0
83 and 775.084,
16 Florida Statutes.
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have known that the property had been stolen.
(3)

Proof of the purchase or sale of stolen property

at a price substantially below the fair market value, unless
satisfactorily explained, gives rise to an inference that the
person buying or selling the property knew or should have
known that the property had been stolen.
10
11

(4)

Proof of the purchase or sale of stolen property

by a dealer in property, out of the regular course of

12 business, or without the usual indicia of ownership other than
13 mere possession, unless satisfactorily explained, gives rise
14 to an inference that the person buying or selling the property
15 knew or should have known that it had been stolen.
16

Section 8.

Charging theft and dealing in stolen

17 p roperty.--Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 3
18 single indictment or information may, under proper
19 circumstances, charge theft and dealing in stolen property in
W connection with one scheme or course of conduct in separate
21 counts that may be consolidated for trial, but the trier of
22 fact may return a guilty verdict on one or the other, but not
231 both counts.
24

Section 9.

Defenses precluded.�-rt shall not

251 constitute a defense to a prosecution for any violation of the
•!p rovisions of this act that:
27

(l)

Any strategem or deception, including the use of

�I an undercover operative or law enforcement officer, was
29 I employed;

30

(2)

A facility or an opportunity to engage in conduct

31 I in violation of any provision of this act was provided;
7
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(3)
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Property that was not stolen was offered for sale

(d)

a s stolen property; or
(4)

A law en fcrcement officer solicited a person

by any department or agency of the state;
(e)

o f this act in order to gain evidence against that person,

or the revocation of a certificate authorizing a foreign

law-abiding person to violate any provision of this act.

11 a nything of value or who has caused personal injury, property
12 damage, or other loss, may, upon motion of the State Attorney,
13 be sentenced to pay a fine that does not exceed twice the
14 gross value gained or twice the gross loss caused, whichever
15 is greater, plus the cost of investigation and prosecution.
M The court shall hold a hearing to determine the amount of the
111 fine to be imposed under this section.
18

Section 11.

19

(1)

Civil remedies.--

Any circuit court may, after making due provisions

� tor the rights of innocent persons, enjoin violations of the
21 provisions of this act by issuing appropriate orders and
22 judgments including, but not limited to:
23

(a)

25

(b)

Ordering any defendant to divest himself of any

241 interest in any enterprise, including real estate;
Imposing reasonable restrictions upon the future

26lactivities or investments of any defendant, including but not

•1

27 I limited to, prohibiting any defendant from engaging in the
same type of endeavor as the enterprise in which he was

29 engaged in violation of the provisions of this act;
(c)

corporation to conduct business within the State of Florida

Supplemental fine.--In addition to any

10 violating any provision of this act who has thereby derived

Ordering the dissolution or reorganization of any

1 enterprise;
330I
8
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Ordering the forfeiture of the charter of a

corporation organized under the laws of the State of Florida

provided that such solicitation would not induce an ordinary

other fine authorized by law, a person found guilty of

Ordering the suspension or revocation of any

license, permit, or prior approval granted to any enterprise

predisposed to engage in conduct in violation of any provision

Section 10.
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upon finding that the board of directors or a managerial agent
9 acting on behalf of the corporation, in conducting the affairs
10 of the corporation, has authorized or engaged in conduct in
11 violation of this act and that for the prevention of future
12 criminal activity, the public interest requires the charter of
1 3 the corporation for feited and the corporation dissolved or the
14lcertificate revoked.
15

(2)

All property, real or personal, including money,

Miused in the course of, intended for use in the course of,
17 derived from, or realized through conduct in violation of a
18 provision of this act is subject to civil forfeiture to the
19 State of Florida.

The State of Florida shall dispose of all

� for feited property as soon as commercially feasible.

If

21 property is not exercisable or transferable for value by the
22 State of Florida, it shall expire.

All for feiture or

23 dispositions under this section shall be made with due
24 provision for the rights of innocent persons.
25

(3)

Property subject to forfeiture under this section

261 may be :;eized by a law enforcement officer upon court process.
271 Seizure without process may be made if:
28

(a)

The seizure is incident to a lawful arrest or

2'1l search or an inspection under an administrative inspection
30 1 war rant;
31

9
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(b)

The property subject to seizure has been the

(6l

s ubject of a prior judgment in favor of the State of Florida

govern the granting of injunctive relief from threatened loss
or damage in other civil cases, provided that no showing of

to the health or safety; or

special or irreparable damage to the person shall have to be

The law enforcement officer has probable cause to

made.

believe that the property is otherwise subject to forfeiture

9lunder this section.

10

(4)

In the event of a seizure under subsection (3) of

11 this section, a forfeiture proceeding shall be instituted

12 promptly.

When property is seized under this section, pending

13 forfeiture and final disposition, the law enforcement officer
141 may:
15
16

(a)

(b)

171 court; or
18

(c)

Place the property under seal;

Remove the property to a place designated by

Require another agency authorized by law to take

191 custody of the property and remove it to an appropriate

201 location.
21

(5)

The State Attorney General, any State Attorney or

22 any state agency having jurisdiction over conduct in violation
1
23 of a provision of this act may institute civil proceedings
Nlunder this section.

In any action brought under this section,

25 the circuit court shall proceed as soon as practicable to the
26 hearing and determination.

Pending final determination, the

27 circuit court may at any time enter such injunctions,

n

prohibitions, or restraining orders, or take such actions,

29 including the acceptance· of satisfactory performance bonds, as
mlthe court may deem proper.
31

10
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In such proceeding,

relief shall be granted in conformity with the principles that

The law enforcement officer has probable cause to

believe that the property is directly or indirectly dangerous
(d)

Any aggrieved person may institute a proceeding

under subsection (1) of this section.

in a forfeiture proceeding based upon this section;
(c)
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Upon the execution of proper bond against damages for

an injunction improvidently granted and a showing of immediate

danger of significant loss or damage, a temporary restraining

10 order and a preliminary injunction may be issued in any such
1
11 action before a final determination on the merits.
11

(7)

Any person who is injured in any fashion by reason

13 of any violation of the provisions of this act shall have a
14 cause of action for three-fold the actual damages sustained

15 and, where appropriate, punitive damages.

Such person shall

16 also recover attorneys' fees in the trial and appellate
171 courts, and costs of investigation and litigation.
18

(8)

A final judgment or decree rendered in favor of

19 the State of Florida in any criminal proceeding under this act

20 shall estop the defendant in any subsequent civil action or

21 proceeding as to all matters which such judgment or decree
22 would be an estoppel as between the parties.

23

(9)

The Attorney General may, �pon timely application,

U intervene in any civil action or proceeding brought under

25 subsection (6) or

(7)

of this section if he certifies that in

U his opinion the action or proceeding is of general public

27 importance.

n

In such action or proceeding, the State of

Florida shall be entitled to the same relief as if the

29 Attorney General had instituted this action or proceeding.

30

(10)

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a

3llcriminal or civil action or proceeding under tQis act may be
11
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enumerated above, when any such offense is occurring, or has

commenced up until 5 years after the cause of action accrues.

occurred, in two or more counties as part o( a related

If a criminal prosecution, civil action or other proceeding is

transaction, or when any such offense is connected with an

brought, or intervened in, to punish, prevent, or restrain any

organized criminal conspiracy affecting two or more counties.

violation of the provisions of this act, the running of the

The statewide grand jury may return indictmfnts and

period of limitations prescribed by this section with respect

61 to any cause of action arising under subsections (6) or

this section which ia based in whole or in part upon any

(7)

presentments irrespective of the county or judicial circuit

of

where the offense is committed or triable. If an indictment is

returned, it shall be certified and transferred for trial to

matter complained of in any such prosecution, action, or

proceeding shall be suspended during the pendency of such

10 prosecution, action, or proceeding and for 2 years following
,
11 its termination.

12

(11)

The application of one civil remedy under any

CS/SB 1431

the county where the offense was committed. The powers and

IOlduti�s of, and law applicable to, county grand juries shall

lllapply to a state�ide grand jury except when such powers,

12lduties, and law are inconsistent with the provisions of ss.

131 provision of �his act shall not preclude the application of

131905.31-905.40.
14

Section 14.

16

16

934.07

14 any other remedy, civil or criminal, under this act or any
,
15 other section of the Florida Statutes.
Section 12.

Notwithstanding s. 775.021, Florida

17 Statutes, this act shall not be construed strictly or

18 1 iberally, but in light of its purposes to achieve its
19 remedial goals.
2Q

Section 13.

2ilamended to read:

n

905.34

Section 905.34, Florida Statutes, is

Powers and duties; law applicable.--The

n jurisdiction of a statewide grand jur� impaneled under this

N chapter shall extend throughout the state. The subject matter

25 jurisdiction of the statewide grand jury shall be limited to
U t he offenses of bribery, burglary, criminal fraud, criminal

V usury, extortion, gambling, kidnapping, larceny, murder,

� prostitution, perjury, robbery, and crimes involving narcotic
B or other dangerous drugs, any violation of the oroviaions of

� the Florida Anti-Fencing Act, or any attempt, solicitation, or

JI conspiracy to commit any violation of the crimes specifically
12
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15lamended to read:

Section 934.07, Florida Statutes, is

Authorization for interception of wire or oral

171 CO'll:nunications.--The Governor, the At�orney General Bepe�tment
lBlof-bege±-Affe±re, or any State Attorney may authorize an

191 application to a judge of competent jurisdiction for, and such
201 judge may grant in conformity with this chapter, an order

21 authorizing or approving the interception of wire or oral

22 communications by the Department of [Criminal] Law Enforcement
23 or any law enforcement agency of this state or any political
24 subdivision thereof having responsibiiity for the

25 investigation of the offense as to which the application is
U made, when such interception may provide or has provided

27 evidence of the commission of the offense of murder,

� kidnapping, gambling iwhen-the-�eme-ie-0£-en-orgeni�ed-net�re

29 or-carried-on-ee-e-eonepireey-in-�te¼etion-of-the-�ewe-of-thte
JO stetet, robbery, burglary, � 9rend-iereen1, dealing· in
I
JI stolen property, prostitution, criminal usury, !>bortton7
13
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bribery, extortion, dealing in narcotic drugs or other
dangerous drugs, any violation of the orovisions of the
Florida Anti-Fencing Act, or any conspiracy to commit any
violation of the laws of this state relating to the crimes
specifically enumerated above.
Section 15.

Sections 812.011, 812.021, 812.031, as

amended by chapter 76-55, Laws of Florida, and 812.071,
Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
Section 16.

If any provision of this act or the

10 application of it to any person or circumstance is held
11 invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
11 applications of the act that can be given effect without the
13 invalid provision or application, and to this end the
14 provision� of this act are declared severable.
Section 17.

15

This act shall take effect October 1,

16 l 9 7 7.
17
18

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL .l!l!._

19

1\

n

The committee substitute repeals the larceny statutes
substituting in their place the model theft act.
Everyday language is substituted for old common law
language to define the o ffense.
The substitute grades theft into grand the ft of the
first degree i f the property stolen was worth $20,000
or more; grand theft of the second degree i f property
stolen was worth $100 or more but less than $20,000;
and petit theft if the property stolen was worth less
than $100.
Definitions of "obtains or uses, property, property of
another, services, stolen property, and value" are adde�.

31

14
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l:btc

�1'19 A bill to be er.titled

1.4

An act relating to stolen property; amending s.
812 .0ll (2)

and

(8),

Florida Statutes, and

adding subsecticns (9)-(11) to said section;
providing definitions;
812.26,

creating ss. 812.20-

rlorida Statutes;

1. 4/2

prohibiting the
1. {/3

possession of property with altered serial
numbers or other

idencifyir.J narks;

dealing in stolen property;

prohibiting

establishing

1. 4/4

10

certain per�issiblc cvidentiary inferences;

11

restricting ccrtc,in defer>ses;

12

alternative fine;

13

repealing s. 812 .031,

14

Supplement,

15

property;

repealing s. 81,.235,

16

Statutes,

relating to thP removal or alteration

17

of serial nu�bers or other ider>tifying marks on

18

property;

providing

1. 4/5

for an

1. 4/6

oro•,iding civil remedies;
Florida StctL•tes, 1976

1. 4/7

relating to receiving stolen
Floride

I 1. 4/8

I

1. 4/9

providing an effective date.

19
M

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State o

l:enc

Florida:

21
22

Section l.

::;uhsections (2) .:,nd

2J

rlor iJa St:itt,tcs, urc .:ncndcci,

24

(11) arc .:id-icd to s.:iici section,

(8) of :ocction 812.Oll,

;,:,ci :cubsect ion:,

(9),

(10),

1

1 .4/10

and

to read:

25

I 2. ll/::

26

l: l ,,.

27

12.C .'1

28

(a)

30! offense,

31 I

Cxceot as oth0r�!:c rrovidei, v��uc �e�rs the

or if sucfi_cvnnot_ ?::c s.:itisf.:ictorilv _Jsccrtaincd, __0...E:
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cost of replacement of the prooerty within a reasonable time

2.0/6

after the offense.
The value of a written instru:11cnt which docs not

2. IJ/7

have a readilv ascertainable market value shall, in the case

2.0/8

of an instru□ent such as u check, druft, or cromissorv note,

2.0/9

(b)

be deemed the ar:,ount due or collectible on it, and shall in
the case of any other instrurient _which creates, releases,

2.0/10

discharges, or otherwise affects anv v�l?Jablc le,al right,

2.0/11

privilege, or obli�ation, be deer:ied the areatest amount of

2.0/12

10

economic loss w 1ich the owner of the instrur:icnt :11iqht

II

r easonablv suffer bv virtue of the loss of the instrument.

12

1

(C)

13

readily ascert.:iinc,ble market value sh;:ill be decr:ied anv

14

reasonable value reoresen_tin9 the damage to the owner suffered

15

by reason of losinq an advc!!]___t:.E._1_c over those ,:ho co not know of

16

or use the tr.:idc secret.

17

(d)

2.0/13
2.0/14

The value of a trade secret that does not have a

2.0/15
2 .0/16
2.0/17

If the v2lue of the crooertv cannot oe ascertained

18

beyond a reasonabl� douht �ursunnt to the standurds set forth

19

above, the trier of fact TJ'I find thP value to be not less

20

than a certain amount, and if no suci1 �iniffiun value c3n be

21

ascertained, the value shall he d<'e:ncd

1

2.0/18
2.0/19

12.0/20

22 th,in $100.
!2.U/21

26
27

( 9)

sells oroocrtv as a �usinc�s.

�(�l0
_ �) __'_'O_b_tains or uses" r:ieans_anv r:i2r.ncr of:
�(_a�)__T_a_�_·in9 or cxrrcisin1 control avcr_8roncrtv;
(b)

2.0122

"Dealer i,i oroccrty" me�ns a ocrson ,,!lo buvs and

'.laking an unauthorized use, �i�oosition, or
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(c)

0btainin9.�£Q2crtv by fraud, includin:;i conduct

2.0/26

known as theft, steal in2._, liircenv, purloinina, ab�!:_r:act�:1.J._

2.J/27

embczzle7cnt, �isa�ElicJtion, �isao�ronriotion, conversion,

obta ining raonev or oro,oertv hv
dcceotion.

"Traffic"
(11)
----

false pretenses,

2. 0/29

(a)

To sell, tronsfcr, distribute,_ disnensc, or

(b)

To buy, receive,

II

12

use with

intent to sell,

l:lus

or

2.0/30
2.8/31

nossess,_or ootain control of or

trc1nsfer, distribL:te, disTJcnse,

or

2.0/32

Sections 812.20, 812. 21, 812.22, 812.23,

2.0/33

otherwise disnose of to ilnot'1er E�rson ..:.
Section 2.

2.0/28

:ne3ns:

otherwise disnose of to unother nercon;
10

fraud or

2.0/34

13 812.24, a12.2s, and 812.26, Florida Statutes, are created to
14

read:

16

812.26 shall be known and ;n�y be_cited as "the Florida Fencin3

IS
17

18
19

20
22

25

812.20

Control Act."
812.21

2.0/35

Short title.--The crovisions of_ss. 812.20-

2.0/36

Possession of altrred �ncrty.--

l:lus

( l) __ Pxcept ilS_ot:,,.,rwi ,e rro·1iclecl_ hv _ _ L:i1s•, __ any_nerson

2.0/37

2.0/38

who, with intent to orevent identification :Jv the true o·,.,ner,
number or_other :;i�r� _of jjentific,1tion d::iccd_ on_nnv_ ite:;i�!

misde�canor of the firs
775.882,

dcqrcc,_ourisha�l� o�_orovidcd in_s.

s. 775.033, or ?. 775.034.

-�n
�(_2�)__
_ _v_d_ealer in oro:)ertv ,rno_::osscsses anv ite:n of

prooertv the idc-ntifvin,

fcutcres_o: which,

nl serial nu�ber or other �ar� of

includinJ the

iclentification_nl::iced on the

29 I itcm __ bv_the_ m:inllfJcturcr_or_owncr_thereof,

have _:iecn_rc;noved,

301 e raseJ, dcLicrd, ::ir_oth"r.,,i:;e �ltcred_ wit>,cut the consent of
31 j �_munuf.Jctur0r _ _ or_own0r _of_ tnC'_ :>ro·)crtv _is._1ui 1 tv_ of __ .J

3
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!
1

2

I"'

I4 J
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12.0/46
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2.0/47

:nisdemeanor of the first deJree, r:,unishable as ;:irovided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
( 3)

Anv oerson who oossesses any item of oror:ierty with

2.0/43

the knowledge that the serial number or other m.:irk of

2.0/49

identification olaeed thereon bv the mnnufacturer or owner
thereof has been removed, erased, defaced, or otherwise

2.0/50

altered with intent to orevent identification by the true

2.0/51

owner is guilty of a misdemeanor of the (irst de7ree,

2.0/52

punishable as orovided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
10

775.013 4.

11

812.22

12

( i)

13

(a)

18

(b)

21

2.0/57

to traffic in the stolen nrooertv
-----o(- -·.:inotficr.
----( 2)

A person who deals in stolen propcrtv in violation

2.0/58

of:
2.0/59

�(_a)� __S_L_ibsection (1) (.:,)__is 'JUiltv of_a felony of the
thircl_d�gye,_ ounishable .,s _12rovidcd ___ in s_._775.082, s.

23

775.083, or s. _775.084.
(b)

Subsectior.

(l) (b)__
_

is_ ciuiltv of a_ felon_y__of __ thc

25
�

2.0/56

Initiates, or-4c2nizcs, ol�!1s, finances, directs,

22

24

2.0/55

manages, or suoervises tfie _theft;_,__�_nd tr.:iffics in or attemots

19
20

Trafficc; in or attec:,ots to tr.:if(ic in the stolen

property of another; or

16
17

2.0/54

A person is guilty of dealing in stolen property

if such nerson:

14
15

2.0/53

Dealing in stolen property.--

2.0/60

I

12.J/61
2. 0/(2

775.083, or s. 775.084.
812.23
( l)

Permissible inferences.--

Proof of ?OS�ession of oroo0!.__tv recentlv stolen,

unless s.:itisfactorilv ex:,l�ined, ni·,es_rise to_ an __inference
�����crson in �ossession of the oroncrtv was uwarc_of the
risk that it had been stolen.
4

l: !. :J3
2.(l/'i3
2.0/64

12.Jioj

189-53-4-7

(2)

2.0/66

Proof of the ourchilse or sale of stolen prooerty

at a price substantiollv below its fair market villue, unless

2.0/67
2.0/68

satisfactorilv exolained, gives rise to the inference tha� the
person buying or selling the orooerty wils aware of the risk

2.0/69

that it had been stolen.
(3)

l:lus

Proof of the ourchase or sale of stolen oropertv

2.0/70

by a deiller in orooertvc��t of the regular course of

business, or without the usual indici1 of ownership other than

10
11

2.0/71

11

2.J/72

mere possession_, unlr.-ss _sat isfactor ilv cx!")laincd,5i·1es rise

2.0/73

was aw.:ire of the risk th.:, t it had been stolen.

13

does not
Certilin defenses rcstrict�d.--lt
--------------

constitute a def,:,nse to il_....,:_rosecL•tion under s. 812.21 or s.

2.0/74

15

Strata3e01 or dece_ption, including the use o� an

2.0/76

812.24

11

lJ
16

812.22 thilt:

or

19

ordinilrv law-.:ibidin-:i_20rson ro C!l'JllC' in_such conduct wils 1lilde

21

pred i�osed to_ en:ia'le in such conduct.

20

22
23

(2)

l:lus

:lere ::olicitation that -,,ould not induce an

2.0/78

�aw cnforcer:icnt officer_ to_ qain evidence age inst a cerson
812.25
(1)

In accordonce with the orovisions of s.

775.083 (l) ( f), a__:lc(encbnt who__ h3s__ t>e n _four.,, _au_ilt:._y_ of
pecuniaEy__vuluc or �v •.d1ich �0. caused E._�rsonJl iniurv or

of the state
oropertv da::.!_,:Je or other loss, '112V, uoon �otion
------------

271
28 attornev be se�tenceo to r3v_a fine that does---------·---not exceed twice

the gross v:iluc J�in�_ or t·,-.'icc t:lc

301 whichever is areutcr,
31 I prose':�t:..1-2�

2.0/79
l:lus

Fine.--

0

29

2.0/77

undercover ooerotive or law enfor.::e.r.ent officer, was emoloved;

17

18

2.0/75

0!1Js

t:1e costs of inv0stic:IP-!ion an�
5
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2.0/80

2.0/81
1
I
I

2. 0 /82

2.0/33

�2.,11s4
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(2)

The court shall hold a hearing to determine the

2.0/86

( 3)

For the ourposes of this Eection, "pecuniarv

l:lus

amount of the fine to be imoosed under this section.
value" r.ieans:

4

Anything of value in the form of money, a

( a)

negotiable instrument, a com�crcial int��est, or anything else

the orimarv si1nificance of which is economic advantage; or
9

$100.

11

Anv other orooertv that has a value in excess of

( b)

812.26

'-- it
_ ion to wh u t is il u thori zed l?y__�w_,____!�E:
_,(-'a-')---=-I'--'n---'add

13

circuit court shall hilve j_•�E_isdiction to orevent .:incl re�!.':_�in

15

s. 812.22.

14

con cl uc t cons titu tinJ �:_12 __offens_e in viol ation of �,��_<?_!.

16 including:

17

�he circuit court mav issue aooronriate orders,

Ordering ���:':_£rson to divest hi.11sclf of anv

l.

18

interest in unv or�uniz.:it_.���-

19

rmoosing reasonable restraints on future conduct of

2.

20

any oerson, inc 1 ud in J n��::..- invc s tments or ;:,r �!1-�_i_�9__2_�".'

21

E£.i:._son from t-he Silme tV]'.�e_ of oqanization involved __in t:ie

22

offense; o�

2..!

orqaniziJtion, _:nc\:in'l __duc

25

persons.

(b)

261

:Jr0vision

for

the _E._�l�� of

parcqraoh (.J).
shall

.;s

In ilnv su�oceedinq, the -�__i_r_c:.:,it co�

soon

.Js_orocti

oblc

to u

hraring_

.:Jnd

deter:ninatior. __ !'endi�1_ final_ deter;:iin.:,tion, ___ he_circuit ':o�..i:...t_

30

muy Jt unv _tir:ic_ cr.tcr 3l!C!1 r�str3ii1inq orders or :nohibitions

31 I or tilke such_ other ncti.Jns_ .:,s_ ar0 __in_ thr __interest of__justice.
I
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2.0/89

2.0/90

2.0/91

l:lus

2.0/92
2.0/93

2.0/94

2.0/95
2.u/95

2.0/97

2.0/98

innocent

The state attornr� nav institute croceedin1s undrr

28

29

l:lus

12.0/99

27

raove

2.0/88

l:lus

HIJU!lCTI ltl. --

(1)

17

Civil remedies.--

2.0/87
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2.0 1 100

2.:,'101

2.0/102

12.J;�JJ

12.0/104
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Any person mav institute a o��ceeding

(C)
paragraph

In such

(a).

Proceeding,

relief

conformitv 1Vith the orinciples_l�_t govern
injunctive relief
civil cases,

froci threotened

proper bond against dacaJCS

or damaqe,

2.0/105

shall be granted in

2.0/106

he s�antie1-J of

2.0/107

excert that no seecial or irr�parabl�da:nage to

"oon
-------------------------�-

9

l:lus

loss or dcJ_�J-.'.L��ther

the person shall have to be made.

granted and

under

2.J/108

the execution of

for an injunction

" showing of immediate dan3er of
a tem::iorarv restraining _order anc1

2.0/109

improvidentlv

2.0/110

significant loss
" oreliminvr_y

10

injunction ;cay be iss�� in anv such action before il final

11

determination on the

2.0/111

merits.

12
13

l:lus

( a)

If the state or

anv of its

oolitical

14

is injured bv reilson of any conduct constitutin,J a_violation

15

of this ci1aoter,

16

to recover dae1a7es as

17

of the act ion.

18

(b)

the st.:,te attornev ::_i:Y_ brir.')
soccified in r:araqrao!1

If a orivate oerson

19

conduct constituting

20

�ing an ucti�n ,:ir.d

21

�_,;:_a� (c),

22
23

liti�ation,
(c)

a civil_action
(c) and the cost

a violation_ of this

c!1apter,

rcason�bl
Da:na']CS

such_l:erson

incurred.
act_ion _!Jrou']ht under

2.0/118
12.01119

("l20
where 2itnroori2Lc, cunitivc•_d.1:".",L'_l('�-

26

( 3)

PROC!'Dlll'f:.--

27

( a)

The Deoartment of Le�al �ffairs mav,

uoon timelv

28

a0Plic2tion,

29

�oug_ht uncier this section if the Dccoartci2nt ,,f Legal .�ffairs

30

certifies that the c1ction or :irocecclin3 __is_
_
of

31

2.0/117

recov�r da:ncqes 2s s�ccified in

recoverable __ in anv

2.0/115

2.0/116

attorn0v' s fees _and costs_of investigatio12__Enj_
11

2 .0/113

2.0/114

1

i
_ s injured-� reason_of anv

7-1
25

2.0/112

subdivisions

imoortance.

intervene _in_,�civil _2ction or_ Proc_��ng_

In such

1eneral

I· l · ..s

12.0/121

2 .lJ/123

:iublic

action_or _
_ ;:;roccedi:q, __the Deourtc,ent_of

1

2 .0/124

189-53-4-7

Legal �ffairs shall be entitled to the same relief as if the

depart11ent had instituted the action or proceeding.
(b)

-� final jud·3ra<?nt or decree rendered in favor of

the state in anv erimi!1al action or r:,rcceeding_ shall estoo the

defendant in such action or Proceeding in anv subseauent civil
action or proceeding under this section as to all matters as

to which such iudgment or decree in such action or proceeding
would be an estoooel 35 between the oarties to it.
(c)

�o civil _ouse _of_ act ion _c:h.:il l be_ brou1ht___�n_d_�_r:.

10 this section T!'Ore thun 5 vears after such action 3ccrues.

11

a criminal pr�_secution, C:L:'.il..l'...S:!=..ion or other __ -roceeding is

12.0/125
2.0/126

2 .0/127
2.0/128

2.0/129

2.0/130

2.0/131

If

12 brought, or intervened in bv the Deoartment o_f Legal Affairs

13 to punish, orevent, or restrain anv conduct constitut�

2.0/132

2.0/133

2.0/134
2.0/135

1�

violatj__<2_n of s. 312.21 or s. 812.22, the running of the r:,eriod_

16

civil cuusc of _3ction urisln:J__ undcr _thi:5 !:cction, which _is

2.0/137

such orosecution, action or proceeding, shall be suspended_

2.0/139

15

17

18
19

10

21

of limitation prov_ided hv this caraqraph with res�!_-�anv

based in whole or in nurt on anv mutter comclained of in anv

during the pendencv of such prosecution, action or oroce_eding ..:.
Section 3.

If any provision of this act or the

applicution thereof to any person or circumstance is held

22

invalid,

U

which can be given effect �1thout the inv�lid provision or

23
25

it is thc- lc"Jic:lciLi·1" intrnt

that thr inv.:ilic:ity

shall not affect other provi,ions or a,iolications of the act
application, ilnd to this end the crovisions of this act are

�

declared severable.

�

Supplement, as amended by chaoters 74-383, 75-298, and 76-55,

27
29

2.J/136

2.0/138

2.0/140

2.0/141

I
2.0/142
1
2.0/143

2.0/;44

Section 312.031, Florida Statutes, 1976

2.C/145

Laws of Florida, and section 817.235, Florida Statutes, as

2.0/146

Section 4.

created by ch3rter 74-6, Laws of Florida, 2re hereby repe.:iled. 12.u;l47
Section 5.

This .:,ct shall take effect October 1, 1977. 12.0/148
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(3)
Proof of the purchase or sale of stolen property at a price
substantially below the fair market value, unless satisfactorily
explained, gives rise to an inference that the person buying or
selling the property knew or should have known that the property had
been stolen.
(4)
Proof of the purchase or sale of stolen property by a dealer
in property, out of the regular course of business, or without the
usual indicia of ownership other than mere possession, unless
satisfactorily explained, gives rise to an inference that the person
buying or selling the property knew or should have known that it had
been stolen.
Section 9.
Charging theft and dealing in stolen property.-
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a single indictment or
information may, under proper circumstances, charge theft and dealing
in stolen property in connection with one scheme or course of conduct
in separate counts that may be consolidated for trial, but the trier
of fact may return a guilty verdict on one or the other, but not both
counts.
Defenses precluded.--It shall not constitute a
Section 10.
defense to a prosecution for any violation of the provisions of this
act that:
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activities
Imposing reasonable restrictions upon the future
(bl
not limited · to,
but
ng
includi
nt,
defenda
any
of
ents
investm
or
of endeavor
prohibiting any defendant from engaging in the same type on
of the
as the enterprise in which he was engaged in violati
act;
provisions of this
enterpreise;
(cl Ordering the dissolution or reorganization of any
, permit,
(dl Ordering the suspension or revocation of any license
department or
or prior approval granted to any enterprise by any
agency of the state;
tior
Ordering the forfeiture of .the charter of a corpora
(el
o•
ion
revocat
the
or
Florida
of
State
the
of
laws
the
organized under
busines
a certificate authorizing a foreign corporation to conduct
board of director,
within the State of Florida upon finding that the the
corporation, ir
or a managerial agent acting on behalf of
zed or engage
conducting the affairs of the corporation, has authori
for the prevention o
in conduct in violation of this act and that
s the charter o
future criminal activity, the public interest require
ed or th
dissolv
tion
corpora
the
and
ed
forfeit
tion
corpora
the
d.
revoke
icate
certif

that was not stolen was offered for sale as stolen

(21
All property, real or personal, including money, used in tr.
course of, intended for use in the course of, derived from, C'
realized through conduct in violation of a provision of this act 1
subject to civil forfeiture to the State of Florida.
The State 0
Florida
shall
dispose of all forfeited property as soon a
commercially feasible.
If
property
is
not
exercisable
o
transferable for value by the State of Florida, it shall expire. Al
forfeiture or dispositions under this section shall be made with d�
provision for the rights of innocent persons.

(4l
A law enforcement officer solicited a person predisposed to
engage in conduct in violation of any provision of this act in order
to gain evidence against that person, provided that such solicitation
would not induce an ordinary law-abiding person to violate any
provision of this act.

The seizure is incident to a lawful arrest or search or �
(al
inspection under an administrative inspection warrant;

(1)
Any strategem or deception, including the use of
undercover o,perative or law enforcement officer, was employed;
(2)
A facility or an opportunity to engage
violation of any provision of this act was provided;

(3)
Property
property; or

in

an

conduct in

Section 11.
Supplemental fine.--In addition to any other fine
authorized by law, a person found guilty of violating any provision
of this act who has thereby derived anything of value or who has
caused personal injury, property damage, or other loss, may, upon
motion of the State Attorney, be sentenced to pay a fine that does
not exceed twice the gross value gained or twice the gross loss
caused, whichever is greater, plus the cost of investigation and
prosecution. The court shall hold a hearing to determine the amount
of the fine to be imposed under this section.

½ Section

12.

Civil remedies.--

Any circuit court may, after making due provisions for the
(l l
rights of innocent persons, enjoin violations of the provisions of
this act by issuing appropriate orders and judgments including, but
not limited to:
(al
Ordering any defendant to divest himself of any interest in
any enterprise, including real estate;
1472

(31
Property subject to forfeiture
seized by a law enforcement officer upon
without process may be made if:

under this section may t
court process.
Seizur

The property subject to seizure has been the subject of
(bl
prior judgment in favor of the State of Florida in a forfeitu,
proceeding based upon this section;

belie,
The law enforcement officer has probable cause to heal\
(c)
that the property is directly or indirectly dangerous to the
or safety; or
belie
The law enforcement officer has probable cause to
(d)
that the property is otherwise subject to forfeiture under th
section.
(41
In the event of a seizure under subsection (3l of th
section, a forfeiture proceeding shall be instituted promptly.
wr
property is seized under this section, pending forfeiture and fin
disposition, the law enforcement officer may:
(al

Place the property under seal;

(bl

Remove the property to a place designated by court; or
1473
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(c)
Require another agency authorized by law to take custody of
the property and remove it to an appropriate location.
(5)
The State Attorney General, any State Attorney or any state
agency having jurisdiction over conduct in violation of a provision
of this act may institute civil proceedings under this section. In
any action brought under this section, the circuit court shall
proceed as soon as practicable to the hearing and determination.
Pending final determination, the circuit court may at any time enter
such injunctions, prohibitions, or restraining orders, or take such
actions, including the acceptance of satisfactory performance bonds,
as the court may deem proper.
(6)
Any aggrieved person may institute a proceeding under
subsection (1) of this section. In such proceeding, relief shall be
granted in conformity with the principles that govern the granting of
injunctive relief from threatened loss or damage in other civil
cases, provided that no showing of special or irreparable damage to
the person shall have to be made. Upon the execution of proper bond
against damages for an injunction improvidently granted and a showing
of immediate danger of significant loss or damage, a temporary
restraining order and a preliminary injunction may be issued in any
such action before a final determination on the merits.

➔

(7)
Any person who is injured in any fashion ,by reason of any
violation of the provisions of this act shall have a cause of action
for three-fold the actual damages sustained and, where appropriate,
punitive damages. Such person shall also recover attorneys' fees in
the trial and appellate courts, and costs of investigation and
litigation.

(8)
A final judgment or decree rendered in favor of the State of
Florida in any criminal proceeding under this act shall estop the
defendant in any subsequent civil action or proceeding as to all
matters which such judgment or decree would be an estoppel as between
the parties.
(9)
The Attorney General may, upon timely application, intervene
in any civil action or proceeding brought under subsection (6) or (7)
of this section if he certifies that in his ooinion the action or
proceeding is of general public importance.
In such action or
proceeding, the State of Florida shall be entitled to the same relief
as if the Attorney General had instituted this action or proceeding.
(10)
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a criminal or
civil action or proceeding under this act may be commenced up until 5
years after the cause of action accrues. If a criminal prosecution,
civil action or oth·er proceeding is brought, or intervened in, to
punish, prevent, or restrain any violation of the provisions of this
act, the running of the period of limitations prescribed by this
section with respect to any cause of action arising under subsections
(6) or (7) of this section which is based in whole or in part upon
any matter complained of in any such prosecution, action, or
such
proceeding shall be suspended during
the
pendency
of
prosecution, action, or proceeding and for 2 years following its
termination.
(11)
The application of one civil remedy under any provision of
this act shall not preclude the application of any other remedy,
civil or criminal, under this act or any other section of the Florida
Statutes.
14 74
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This act shall take effect_ October 1, 1977.
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SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Judiciary-Criminal comm.(Dunn & Smith )

-------

2. _______
3. ______

Amend. or cs Attached__

Subject:

ill No. and Sponsor:
SB 196 Senator Glisson
:FERENCES:
I.

Grand Larceny

Judiciary-Criminal
JlILL SUMMARY:

This bill creates two degrees of grand larceny. Grand larceny
of the first degree involves stolen property worth $20,000 or
more, punishable as a second degree felony. Grand larceny of
the second degree concerns stolen property worth $100 to less
than $20,000 or, in the aggregate, $200 to less than $20,000
in any 12 month period, punishable as a third degree felony.
II .

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:
Grand larceny now is a third degree felony. The charge
is applicable only when the offense involves stolen prop
erty worth $100 or more or $200 or more in the aggregate
in any 12 month period. An offense involving stolen prop
erty worth less than $100, or $200 in the aggregate, is
petit larceny, a second degree misdemeanor.

B.

III.

Effect on Present Situation:
The bill provides a greater sentence and fine for grand
larceny of property worth over $20,000. The penalty
would be increased to 15 years imprisonment from 5 years
and the fine increased to $10,000 from a $5,000 fine.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Significant Economic Impact:
A.

YES X

NO

Economic Impact on the Public:
None Noted.·

B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agencies:
The agency requirements to administer the bill provisions
(each of next three years), the personnel and financial,
and source of funds:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Estimated $202,575 per diem cost.
Estimated $2,022,575 construction cost.
Minimal accounting and administrative personnel
increase.
Source of funds assumed to be legislative appropriation.

The full impact would not be felt until after the first
three years, when the annual cost would be $569,400. The
impact for the first three years is summarized in the
attached impact analysis from the Department of Offender
Rehabilitation.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.

Date:
'IO:

2/16/77

Senator Philip D. V-!Wis, Chairman
Senate Appropriations Co:n.�ittee
418 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida· 32304
Departuent of Offender Rehabilitation
1311 Winewood Blvd.
T3llahassee, Florida 32301

Following is the information requested on Bill No.

196
-----·.
.

SUHHAP..Y O? BILL PURPOSES: Divides the crime of grand larceny into
the fi=st degree and the second degree, depending-upon whether
the property stolen is worth $20,000 or more. Larceny of the
first degree is a second degree felony, and larceny of ·the
second degree is a third degree felony.

.
.
.
J,.GENCY REQOIR.E.:.'1EN'l'S TO ADHINISTER THE BILL PROVISIONS (EACH OF
NEXT TH?.EE YEA."qS) , PERSONNEL AND FII{A..�CLZ\L, AND SOURCE OF FUNDS:

1.
2.
3.
�-

,-

Estimates $202,575 per diem cost. (See attached Impact Anaiysis)
Estiraated "$2,022,575 construction costs.
.
.
·_'··
!·lir.i.17lal accoun::ing and administrative persori:nel "increase.· .
Sou.rce of funds assumed to be legislative appropriation.·

A2•:OtP.-.9T A...�D DISPOSITION OF /i_�y ANTICIPATED REVENUE COLLECTIONS
(EACil O? ?.TEXT TH?.EE YEARS):

none

EFFECT OF THE BILL 0� LOCAL GOVERNMENT UN�TS OF TEE STATE:
none

OTHER COM.M.t:.�TS OR SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE BILL:
none

IMPACT STATEMENT
SB 196 {1977)
Senate Bill.196 divides the crime of grand larceny
into the first degree and the second degree, depending
upon whether the property stolen is worth $20,000 or
Larceny of the first degree is a second degree

more.

felony and larceny ?f the second degree is· a third degree
felony.
During FY 1974-75, there were 282 irunates:released
whose primary oftense was grand larceny.

Of these, 50

or 17.7% were sentenced to five years,-the.maximurn sentence
for a first offender of a third degree felony.

In addition.

ten were sentenced to more than five years and served an
·2aditional 0.62

years compared with those who had received

a five year sentence.
DID:ing FY 1975-76, there were 946 inmates committed
for grand larceny.

If we assume _that the number.of commit

ments for grand larceny would continue to be 946 per year
and that 17. 7% of these would serve an extra 0.62

years in

prison, then there would be an additional 104 man-years
each year.

This would require an additional 104 beds.

At

a cost of $17,500 per bed, an additional capitol investment
of $1,820,000 would be required.
The full impact would not be felt until after the first
t�ree years, when the annual cost would be $569,400.

The

ECONOMIC IHPACT
YEAR

EXTRA MAN-YEARS X DAYS X COST/DAY

=

COST

1977-78

0

365

$15

1978-79

0

365

15

0

1979-80

37

365

15

202,575

Per Diem
Costs
Construction
Costs
Total Costs

Prepard by:
Bureau of Planning, Research & Statistics
Res2arch Section
2/16/77

$

0

202,575
1,820,000

$2,022,575

HB 783 by Fechtel
VI.

Fiscal Impact
None apparent

VII.

Economic Impact
None apparent
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April 15, 1977

SOc1E5

HB 783 by Fechtel
creating the crime of larceny
in first degree.

/7/517

April 14, 1977

Other Committees of Reference
Appropriations
I.

Statement of the Problem
Introducer apparently feels that punishment for larceny
where the value of the property is $20,000 or more
should be_a felony of the second degree arid not a felony
of the third degree as it is under existing law.

II.

Facts Bearing on the Problem
A.

Statutes Affected
Section 812.021, Florida Statutes, would be amended.

III.

B�

Legislative Intent

C.

Other

Discussion
Under existing law there are two categories of larceny,
to wit:
(1) grand larceny and (2) petit larceny. If
th9 value of the property is $100 or more the crime is
grand larceny, a felony of the third degree. If the value
of the property is less than $100 the crime is petit
larceny, a misdemeanor of the second degree.

IV.

Constitutionality
The bill is constitutional.

V.

Probable Consequences of Bill
The crime of larceny would be divided into 3 categories,
(1) If the value of the property is $20,000' or
to wit:
more the crime would be grand larceny in the first degree,
a felony of the second degree:
(2) If the value of the
property is $100 or more, but less than $20,000 the crime
would be grand larceny in 'the second degree, a felony of the
third degree:
(3) It the value of the property is less
than $100 the crime would be petit larceny, a midsemeanor of the
second degree.

r-------------------
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H.B. 2149

Section 2:

Short title

Section 1:

Definitions
(9) Dealer in property
(10) Obtains or uses

(8) Stolen property
(11) Traffic

(2) Value

Section 2:

Possession of altered
property

Section 2:

Dealing in stolen prop
erty

Section 2:

EHi�HN�Hx@xxxNHKKt�HaiiN� Permissible inferences

Section 2:

Certain defenses restricted

Section 2:

Fine

Section 2:

Civil remedies

Section 4:

Repealer

Section 3:

Severability

Section 5:

Effective date

--------------S.B. 1431 (original)

CS/SB 1431

Section 1:

Short title

Section 1:

Short title

Section 2:

Definitions

Section 2:

Definitions
(1) Dealer in property

(1) Dealer in property

(2) Obtains or uses
(3) Property
(4) Property of another
(5) Services
(6) Stolen property
(2) Traffic

(7) Traffic

(3) Enterprise

(8) Enterprise
(9) Value
Section 3:

"Theft" defined

Section 4:

Grading of offenses

Section 3:

Possession of altered
property

Section 5:

Possession of altered
property

Section 4:

Dealing in stolen prop
erty

Section 6:

Dealing in stolen
property

Section 5:

Evidence of dealing

Section 7:

Evidence of theft/dealing

Section 8:

Charging theft/dealing

Section 6:

Defenses precluded

Section 9:

Defenses precluded

Section 7:

Fine

Section 10:

Supplemental fine

Section 8:

Civil remedies

Section 11:

Civil remedies

Section 9:

Construction

Section 12:

Construction

Section 10:

Statewide grand Jury

Section 13:

Statewide grand jury

Section 11:

Interception of wire
communications

Section 14:

Interception of wire
communications

Section 15:

Repealer

Section 12:

Severability

Section 16:

Severability

Section 13:

Effective date

Section 17:

Effective date

CHAPTER 77-342
Section 1:

Receiving stolen prop
erty defined

Section 2:

Short title

Section 3:

Definitions
(1) Dealer in property
(2) Obtains or uses
(3) Property
(4) Property of another
(5) Services
(6) Stolen property
(7) Traffic
(8) Enterprise
(9) Value

Section 4:

"Theft" defined

Section 5:

Grading of offenses

Section 6:

Possession of altered
property

Section 7:

Dealing in stolen prop
erty

Section 8:

Evidence of theft/dealing

Section 9:

Charging theft/dealing

Section 10:

Defenses precluded

Section 11:

Supplemental fine

Section 12:

Civil remedies

Section 13:

Construction

Section 14:

Statewide grand jury

Section 15:

Interception of wire com
munications

Section 16:

Repealer

Section 17:

Severability

Section 18:

Effective date

[_______________________________
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